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abour Reforms have been discussed for some time
now. Any country which has been growing at 8% and
despite adverse conditions aims at a growth rate of
7% plus is bound to bring in reforms. Several sectors need
reforms and the labour sector has been craving for reforms
for quite a while. While the new government has decided to
do away with all the laws which are not relevant to today’s time, and this has
been appreciated, the amendments to labour laws have evoked mixed reaction.
On one hand it is felt that the organized section of labour extracts maximum
advantage from the employers who then restrict recruitment and get the work
done from the same set of workers, thus depriving the younger generation of
the much required employment; while on the other hand there is a view point
that liberalization of the labour law may result in exploitation of labour. While
it is true that migrant labour is recruited at cheaper wages, and due to the
decreasing wage bill, this exercise results in competitive production costs and
good margin for the industry; it is also agreed that if permanent labour is laid
off due to any reason, it has adverse effects on the family of such employee.
Working hours and gender issues also have to be addressed in the process of
bringing about labour reforms. In Maharashtra a decision has already been
taken to permit female employees to work till late hours in the night. Night
shift working may be a step forward towards gender equality but there are
other aspects including the security aspect which needs to be considered. It
is generally expected that in organizations which require female workers to
work late in the night, the necessary security arrangement would be made by
the employers at the workplace. However, for a female worker to go home
using public transportation at odd hours, or by making use of taxi may not
be free from the risks. There are arguments for and against the reforms and
the government will have to take considered decisions. Maharashtra has been
on the forefront when it comes to issues of education and social welfare of
women. Starting from the social reformers during the Bhakti Movement to
Savitri Bai Phule who ushered the movement for educating girls, we have been
progressive in our outlook. We also have a long tradition of the Trade Union
Movement, which doesn’t take kindly to the new labour reforms being ushered
by the government. There will therefore have to be some tight rope walking
and some balancing acts to be performed before we finally arrive at the correct
mix. Reforms are inevitable, but to make them palatable to the sections for
which they are meant is also important.
We hope the government looks into all aspects before taking the final
decision
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Draft Housing Policy - III

I

n the last two editorials we
discussed the portions in the
draft housing policy which deal
with housing issues in Mumbai. The
policy moves further to the Mumbai
Metropolitan Region [MMR] and
outlines recommendations to meet
housing demands in the region. It is
very obvious that the region around
Mumbai is not Mumbai and has only
been given the nomenclature of
Mumbai due to it being a part of the
areas around Mumbai. Since there
are very few lands available within
Mumbai for affordable housing,
the housing generated in Mumbai
through the schemes implemented
by the builders is way beyond the
affordability limits of 98% of the
population, and taking bold initiatives
to make housing affordable within
Mumbai, does not appear to be on
the immediate agenda of those
framing the draft policy, they may
have taken recourse to suggesting
measures to increase the housing
stock in the hinterland. The theory is
by now known as it has been repeated
time and again- That the increase in
housing stock will reduce the prices
and hence make housing affordable.
It would have been appropriate if
the number of housing units built
and schemes proposed and approved
in the MMR region would have
been stated and the reasons for the
vacant flats and the delays in the
execution of the approved proposals
enlisted. This would have given us
a realistic idea of the feasibility of
the recommendations given in this
3
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section. This has not been done.
We must therefore mention that
most schemes announced and flats
booked have not come up and are
way behind schedules. Even in those
few instances where construction
has been completed, the flats lie
unoccupied since they have been
bought either for speculation, or as
investments. It is obvious that no
developer will invest money in the
speedy completion of the project
unless he has the requisite revenue
from bookings and is sure that the
installments as decided would come
on time. It is in this background that
the draft policy has to be assessed.
Let us therefore take a look at the
recommendations one by one and
analyze them.
The affordable housing demand in this
region needs to be met through a basket of
schemes – affordable housing scheme, rental
housing as envisaged by MMRDA, recently
Government proposed affordable housing
scheme, and EWS / LIG housing stock in
inclusive housing scheme not below 20% of
the built-up area of the project.
At the outset, let us understand
that the housing demand does not
originate as much from this region
as it does from Mumbai. A quick
look at the addresses of those who
inquire for booking or even those
who book flats will confirm that the
demand is for houses in Mumbai.
Since these are not affordable
to a overwhelming majority of
prospective buyers, they look at
the areas which are now designated

Mr. Chandrashekhar Prabhu
Chairman, Editorial Board &
Consulting Editor

as falling under the MMR region.
Unless there are good schemes for
making available affordable housing
within Mumbai for those who wish
to remain within the limits of Greater
Mumbai Municipal Corporation, and
we would try to create housing stock
elsewhere in the MMR region, it
would be obvious that the effort is
aimed at pushing Mumbaikars out of
Mumbai. The mill workers who could
not be accommodated in the housing
units built on Mumbai’s mill lands
were similarly offered to be shifted
to the MMR region. The political
parties including the Shiv Sena and
the MNS are crying hoarse that the
Mumbaikars are being evicted out
of the places where they have lived
for generations in the name of
providing affordable housing. It is in
this background that the affordable
housing scheme has to be seen and
evaluated.
Let us now take a objective look at
the affordable housing scheme as it
is today. The developer has to build
20%of the built up area for the
Economically Weaker Section, and
The Lower Income Group [EWS and
LIG]. When there are no restrictions
today, the builders are finding it
difficult to liquidate their stocks.
With these restrictions, their pace of
construction will definitely be much
slower. The net result would be that
the schemes would remain on paper
for longer periods. A time bound
scheme as promised by government
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will never materialize.
We have had the rental housing
scheme for some time now. We
have seen how the MMRDA itself
has felt that it has failed to achieve
the desired results. We do not know
what to do with the flats which
would be available, if and when
they are made available. When this
is the case, to include the same or
similar scheme in the draft housing
policy appears to be an exercise in
futility. Our experience of the slum
tenements obtained by MMRDA
under the 3(11) scheme of slum
rehabilitation has clearly revealed,
that despite giving tenements on
ownership basis, the issue of quality
of
construction,
infrastructure
maintenance, etc becomes so acute
that a vast majority of allottees
feel that they were better off in the
slums. In the ownership scheme, the
allottees have the ownership rights,
in the tenancy scheme, no such
rights may be given to them, at least
in the initial stages. They would not
undertake the minimum maintenance
required. The agency constructing
the tenements would never have the
capacity to undertake the upkeep,
and the tenements would become
unlivable in no time.
The affordable housing need can be
tackled through two pronged approach. (i)
Employers owning the responsibility of
providing housing to their employees and, (ii)
incentivizing the affordable housing through
additional FSI linked to making affordable
housing stock available with cost/price cap.
The responsibility of decision about price
cap for various segments of affordable
housing needy people for Metro areas, other
Municipal Corporations/A&B M. C.s/
other ULBs/ rural areas shall be entrusted
to the Housing Regulatory Authority so
that uniform and independent approach to
the issue will be ensured.

4
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Employers providing housing to
employees are not new to India.
Public Sector undertakings as well as
the Union Government have always
had a legacy of providing housing
for the employees. Big employers like
the Railways, the Armed forces, the
department of telecommunications
have always been providing housing
to those who work for them. In
most cases the job is transferable
and the employee moves from place
to place. Somewhere down the line,
the traditions were ignored and these
institutions stopped building houses.
The government now wants to revive
the scheme and make more employers
responsible for the housing of
employees. Whether this is restricted
to the public sector or shall be
extended to cover the private sector as
well is not clear. The experience with
housing provided by the employer
has always been rather sorry given
the poor maintenance, sometimes
poor quality of construction, and we
have seen that such accommodation
gets rented illegally and the employee
uses the money to pay installments
for borrowings to purchase a house.
What incentives would be given to the
employers is not yet clearly spelled
out. Moreover, how the government
would ‘convince the private sector’ to
buy land or spare a part of existing
land pool for housing employees is
also unclear.
Incentivizing the affordable housing
through additional FSI linked to
making affordable housing stock
available with cost/price cap may
look interesting on paper, but is not
backed up by other laws available for
this very purpose. For instance, in the
draft development control regulations,
under the new development plan,
there is no provision for a cap in
the cost/prices and the formulae
suggested for purchase of FSI is
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sure to make housing unaffordable.
The CM has declared that the DP
will be ‘scrapped and resubmitted’.
However the GR does not reflect the
CMs declaration. Assuming that the
DP is indeed scrapped, whether the
new DCR will incorporate the price
control mechanism or not we have
to wait. The regulatory mechanism
suggested both by the central
legislation as well as the state law
does not provide for regulation of
prices. A draft policy cannot overrule
existing laws. If the intention is to
provide for regulation of prices, it
must be clearly stated and legislations
amended to provide for it. By making
a rather casual mention in the draft
policy gives chance to doubt the
intentions.

The NHB survey on housing shortage
highlights the need of additional housing
stock. However, it has to be borne in mind
that affordable housing means not only
houses but planned housing with concomitant
civic and social infrastructure to ensure
that the residents enjoy the quality life in
a better city. In order to sustain the cities
affording quality life, the civic and social
infrastructure needs to be in consonance
with appropriate density of the population.
This is a priority consideration, since mere
increase in FSI cannot be a solution for
enhancing the affordable housing stock in
cities. The FSI can be alternatively
defined as Function of Supporting
Infrastructure, which means
the permissible FSI should be
accompanied by optimum social
and civic infrastructure.
While the need of additional housing
stock has been stated by all the
documents pertaining to housing,
there is little analysis in the draft
housing policy which would help
to find real solutions. A deeper
understanding of the ground realities
which lead us to the real reasons
which have led to a massive deficit in
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housing stock with demand exceeding
the supply many times; will help us
find real solutions.
We have been saying time and again
that increasing the housing stock alone
will never solve the housing problem.
The government on the other hand
has been fed with the argument that
any increase in the housing stock will
rationalize the prices and ultimately
solve the housing problem. No
amount of measures to ostensibly
increase the housing stock have
resulted in rational prices or creating
affordable housing. The proponents
of this theory then came up with
the idea that flats of smaller size will
create affordable housing. MHADA
built 400 square feet flats and sold
them in the Higher Income Group
[HIG] category, when the earlier flats
built by MHADA for the Middle
Income Group [MIG] had flats
which admeasured up to 860 square
feet. It is therefore obvious from past
experience that just tampering with
the size or with the nomenclature of
the flats will never make a difference
to the demand and supply situation.
The only way we can make a
difference is to identify the reasons
of creation of demand and help
meet the demand in situ. If a family
occupying a flat has more than one
earning member having the capacity
to buy a flat, then that occupants of
the flat become net generators of
demand. There will be several such
occupants of flats in one building
or colony generating such demand.
While the building or colony goes
for redevelopment, such demand
is totally satisfied by permitting
those who create the demand to buy
surplus area at reasonable prices, then
the colony ceases to contribute to the
overall demand for housing. If all the
redevelopment schemes factor in the
satisfaction of the demand, then the
5
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problem can be solved, at least to
some extent. If efforts are made after
the satisfaction of all insitu demand
to augment the housing stock, then
it will definitely have an effect on the
market. Piecemeal efforts have always
played an important role to worsen
the housing situation. A holistic view
will only help.
While it is admitted that ‘…affordable
housing means not only houses but
planned housing with concomitant
civic and social infrastructure to
ensure that the residents enjoy
the quality life in a better city’,
the recommendation to assess the
carrying capacity of a city or a part
of it is absent. It was expected that
the policy will make it mandatory to
have a carrying capacity assessment
report
of
any
development
scheme, provide for the necessary
infrastructure, and only then permit
planned development. This has not
happened. While the document
also admits that the increase in FSI
alone cannot be a solution and that
FSI must be redefined to include
infrastructure, how this should be
done is not clearly spelt out.
The housing policy then gives
examples of how open spaces for
civic infrastructure will have to be
left in the MMR region. It also states
that cities are not in a position to
provide the infrastructure and the
Greenfield projects outside the cities
will provide. Here lies the main
issue. The policy has no significant
suggestions to provide affordable
housing within the cities and the
Municipal limits. The Greenfield
projects are outside these limits. This
would be naturally interpreted as an
effort to drive the people outside
the city limits for the benefit of
the developers who promote the
Greenfield projects. Already we have
various political leaders saying that

the new housing policy will force the
residents to go outside the city limits,
and that the effort is to vacate people
from the cities.
…. for 25 Sq. m. apartments in one hector
with FSI 3/ 4 additional land required is
respectively 6.4 times / 4.8 times of each
hector of land for housing. This extra land
for civic and social infrastructure is not
easily available in cities. The development
of affordable housing within city limits, due
to the risk of crowding, has constraints.
Hence, to avoid the increased density /
crowding it is necessary that available
land demarcated for residential purpose
in the city needs to be considered only for
affordable housing apart from land under
slums. The lands under slums need to be
considered on priority for rehabilitation of
slum dwellers and any additional housing
stock available through redevelopment needs
to be allocated to EWS,LIG and MIG
in the same preference. The total housing
stock created under the present ‘Mission’
needs to be allocated in 50%: 35%: 15%
ratio to EWS/ LIC/MIG sections
of the society. The use of land available
in cities’ residential areas / zones for
affordable housing needs to be considered
as first priority for activating the mission
of affordable housing, besides the land with
MHADA, MCGM and MMRDA in
the city of Mumbai.
While the suggestion to provide the
free sale area for EWS, LIG and
MIG has been mentioned in the
paragraph above, the Development
plan and the regulations controlling
the redevelopment schemes have
no mention whatsoever of these
suggestions. We hope that they find
place in the new DP to be announced
which will replace the one which the
CM has promised to scrap.
...to be continued
chandrashekharp@hotmail.com
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Labour Reforms in India
Prof. Vibhuti Patel

I

nternational
Labour
Organisation has demanded
labour standards from all nation
states. In the context of economic
liberalization and globalisation,
you cannot have drastic difference
in the labour intensity and labour
relations. Economy is moving from
‘Just in Case” mode to “Justin Time”
mode. This has also made worklife balance extremely stressful. In
the Indian economy, 92% of the
workforce is in the informal sector
where the law of jungle prevails.
Occupational health and safety is
one of the crucial concerns while
streamlining labour laws. To deal
with the challenge of jobless growth
in the post liberalization era, the
state emulated Maharashtra’s model
of Employment Guarantee Scheme
introduced in 1974. Now, Mahatma
Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act, 2005 has been applied
throughout India. In the context
of “Make in India” campaign and
completion from China, India needs
to focus on skill formation and flexible
labour. If garment industry talks of
“smart clothes”, it needs to employ
better technology. Industrial Dispute
Act, 1947 that is supposed to protect
workers’ interests neither protected
employment in the organised
sector, which employs more than
100 workers, nor did it adequately
address their compensation issues
in establishments that turn sick. For
example in the cases of textile mills
of Mumbai and Ahmedabad where
workers have been denied their
terminal benefits as the companies
6
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continue to languish as sick units.
A commission, called the Second
National Commission on Labour
(SNCL) was set up to look into the
various aspects of labour laws and
also the impact of globalisation on
labour. SNCL’s recommendations
were submitted about a year ago. The
report accepted globalisation and
liberalisation processes as something
that couldn’t be wished away. It
recommended the unification of
all existing legislation, including the
Industrial Disputes Act and the Trade
Unions Act. SNCL has recommended
that the management’s demand on
closure, lay-off, etc. whittling the
number to 300, as an unfettered
option. On contract labour, the
tenor of the report is ambiguous,
seeking to create distinction between
core and non-core activities. The
report recommends disallowing of
contract labour in core activities
except to meet sporadic demands.
However, neither core nor non - core
activities have been defined. The
SNCL further recommended that if
employees make an application for
closure, permission will be deemed
to be granted if that approval has
not been granted within 60 days.
The reform of the economy began
12 years ago, but significant labour
reforms have yet to be initiated.
Policy-makers and lawmakers have
to enunciate new policies that would
allow India’s human resources to play
the leadership role in growing the
economy. It is time for change.
As compared to all developing
countries, India had a legacy of strong

and proactive labour jurisprudence
directed toward social security, social
welfare, wages, social insurance,
industrial
relations,
industrial
adjudication, collective bargaining,
social justice and distributive justice.
First National Commission on
Labour (FNCL)
The FNCL, set up on 24th December
1966 and Chaired by Justice P.B.
Gajendragadkar
submitted
its
report in August, 1969 after detailed
examination of all aspects of the
organised and unorganised sector
workers- labour market dynamics,
recruitment agencies and practices,
employment, service, administration,
training and workers education,
working conditions, labour welfare,
housing, social security, wages
and earnings, wage policy, bonus,
workers/employers
organisations,
industrial
relations
machinery
etc. Important recommendations
of the Labour Commission were
implemented through amendments
to certain labour laws like the
Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923
( for removal of wage ceiling for
coverage), the Industrial Disputes
Act, 1947 ( mainly in respect of
the unfair labour practices), The
Employees State Insurance Act,
1948 (enhancement in the wage limit
for exemption from payment of
Employees’ Contribution), Factories
Act, 1948 (for making penalties
more stringent for violation of
safety requirements and provision of
Welfare facilities), and the Employees
Provident Funds and Miscellaneous
Provisions Act, 1952 (enhancement
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in the rate of contribution and
making default of dues a cognizable
offence). Certain new laws have also
been enacted like the Contract Labour
(Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970,
Limestone and Dolomite Mines
Labour Welfare Fund Act, 1972, Iron
Ore, Manganese Ore and Chrome
Ore Mines Labour Welfare Fund
Act, 1976. Equal Remuneration Act,
1976 and Child Labour (Prohibition
& Regulation) Act, 1986. In the
areas of wage policy and minimum
wages,
employment
services,
vocational training, labour statistics
and research and workers’ education
also, the recommendations made by
the Commission have been largely
taken into account in modifying the
policies, procedures and programmes
of the Government. The National
Labour Institute was set up in 1972 in
pursuance of the recommendations
of the Commission.
The Second National Labour
Commission (SNLC)
SNLC was constituted and submitted
its report in the year 2002 to the
Government of India. The terms
of reference to the SNLC wereto suggest rationalisation of
existing laws relating to labour in
the organised sector and umbrella
legislation for ensuring a minimum
level of protection to the workers in
the unorganised sector. The SNLC
arranged consultation / conferences
in the major cities of India to
get the opinion of the Industry,
public, educationalists, circulated a
questionnaire across the industry and
the society in terms of the reference
and conducted surveys both in
organised and unorganised sector.
An outcome of this multifaceted
exercises resulted in the following
recommendations:
1. The Central Government and the
State Government should have a
uniform policy on holidays.
2. Flexibility in the hours of work
7
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per week and compensation for
overtime.
3. Attempt to change the basis of
tenure in all jobs (permanent
as well as non-permanent) to
contractual and for stipulated
periods, involves a basic change
in attitude and notion preceded
by
evolution
of
socially
accepted consensus on the new
perceptional jobs and a system
of constant up-gradation of
employability through training
in a wide spectrum of multiple
skills, setting up of a system
of social security that includes
unemployment insurance and
provisions for medical facilities
and the institution of a mandatory
system of two contracts - one,
an individual contract and two, a
collective contract with workers
union.
4. The government may lay down
list of highly paid jobs who are
presently deemed as workman
category as being outside the
purview of the laws relating to
workman and included in the
proposed law for protection of
non-workmen.
5. All the supervisory personnel,
irrespective of their wages
/ salary, outside the rank of
‘worker’ and keep them out of
the purview of labour law meant
for workers. All such supervisory
category of employees should be
clubbed along with the category
of persons who discharge
managerial and administrative
functions.
6. Existing set of labour laws should
be broadly grouped into- a)
Industrial relations, b) Wages,
c) Social security, d) work place
Safety/prevention of sexual
harassment at workplace and e)
Welfare and working conditions.
7. To provide minimum level of

protection to managerial and other
(excluded) employees too against
unfair dismissal or removal. This
has to be through adjudication by
labour court or Labour Relations
Commission or arbitration.
8. Central laws relating to the subject
of labour relations are currently
the ID Act, 1947, The TU Act,
1926, Industrial Employment
(SO) Act, 1946, Sales Promotion
Employees
(Conditions
of
Service) Act, 1976. There are
State level legislations too on
the subject. The provisions of
all these laws be judiciously
consolidated into a single law
called” The Labour Management
Relations Law” or “Law on
Labour Management Relations”.
9. The enactment of special law for
small scale unit with the limit of
19 workers. Any establishment
with workers above that number
cannot be regarded as “small”.
The composite law
for small
enterprises has provisions for
registration of establishment,
(provisions pertaining to) securing
safety, health and welfare, awards
of work, leave, payment of wages,
payment of bonus compensation
in case of lay off, retrenchment
and closure, resolution of
individual and collective disputes
of workers and social security.
Approaches in drafting the Law on
Labour Management Relations:
The Commission has recommended
the gender neutral expression ‘worker’
instead of the currently used word
‘workman’ and the law should apply
uniformly to all such establishments.
The labour reforms encourages
collective negotiations and where
agreements
and
understanding
between two parties is not possible,
there, recourse to the assistance of a
third party should as far as possible
be through arbitration or where
adjudication is the preferred mode,
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through Labour Courts and Labour
Relations Commissions.
The
SNLC avoided the term
‘Industry’ with a view that the persons
engaged in domestic service are better
covered under the proposed type
of umbrella legislation, particularly
in regard to wages, hours of work,
working conditions, safety and social
security. Modification in the terms like
‘strikes’, ‘work stoppage’ etc. and the
terms go slow and work to rule must
be regarded as misconduct under
Standing Orders and Provisions
relating to unpaid labour practice. It
has recommended to the withdrawal
of Essential Services Maintenance
Act.
Controversial Recommendations
of SNLC:
SNLC faced massive opposition
from the trade union movement as
SNLC has suggested identification
a bargaining agent on the basis of
check-off system, with 66% entitling
the Union to be accepted as a single
negotiating agent and if no union
has 66% support, then Unions that
have the support of more than
25% should be given proportionate
representation on the college. Checkoff system in an establishment
employing 300 or more workers must
be made compulsory for members
of all registered trade unions as
recommended by SNLC were also
found problematic. Commission
also recommended that recognition
once granted, should be valid for a
period of 4 years to be co-terminus
with the period of settlement. No
claim by any other Trade Union /
Federation / Center for recognition
should be entertain till at least 4 years
have elapsed from the date of earlier
recognition.
Every establishment shall establish
a grievance redressal committee
consisting of equal number of workers
and employers representatives. The
said committee be the body to which
8
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all grievance of a worker in respect
of his employment will be referred
for decision within a given time
frame. The established trade unions
also vehemently opposed SNCL
recommendation that Strike should
be called only by the recognised
negotiating agent and that too only
after it had conducted a strike ballot
among all the workers, of whom at
least 51% of support the strike.
SNCL on Lay-off, Retrenchment
& Closure in the Establishments
(employing not less than 100
workmen) of the ID Act:
The Commission has felt that, in
the new circumstances of global
competition, it may not be possible
for some enterprises to continue and
meet the economic consequences
of competition. In such cases,
one cannot compel non-viable
undertakings to continue to bear
the financial burden that has to be
borne to keep the concern going.
They should, therefore, have the
option to close down. In these
circumstances, the commission came
to the conclusion the best and more
honest equitable course will be to
allow closure, provide for adequate
compensation to workers and in
the event of an appeal, leave it to
the Labour Relations Commission
to find ways of redressal - through
arbitration or adjudication.
Prior permission is not necessary in
respect of lay-off and retrenchment in
an establishment of any employment
size. Workers will however be
entitled to 2 months’ notice or notice
pay in lieu of notice, in case of
retrenchment. The commission also
felt that the rate of retrenchment
compensation should be higher in
a running organisation than in an
organisation which is being closed.
It would however recommend that in
the case of establishment employing
300 or more workers where lay-off
exceeds a period of 1 month such

establishments should be required
to obtain post-facto approval of
the appropriate government. The
commission has recommended for
maintenance of panel of arbitrators
by the LRC concern, to settle the
disputes. The matters pertaining to
individual workers, be it termination
of employment or transfer or any
other matter be determined by
recourse to the Grievance Redressal
Committee,
conciliation
and
arbitration / adjudication by the
Labour Court.
Conclusion:
The system of legal aid to workers
and trade unions from Public Fund
be worked out to ensure that workers
and their organisations are not
unduly handicapped as a result of
their inability to hire legal counsel.
In labour reform, there is an urgent
need for legislative teeth in Workers
participation
in
management.
The labour reforms must support
abolition of child labour in all forms,
even in their family establishments. As
more and more women are entering
workforce, the labour reforms need
to ensure equity and equality of
opportunity, treatment and rewards.
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) activities of employers should
adopt a policy of ‘Charity begins from
Home’. labour reforms need to take
care of the interests of working class
for achieving work-life balance and
make the labour reforms workable
by ensuring food security, education
guarantee, health security and safe
work
environment
universally
applicable in the organized as well as
unorganized sectors.
vibhuti.np@ gmail.com
The author is the Professor and Head, Post
Graduate Department of Economics, SNDT
Women’s University, Mumbai
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Labour Reforms in India
: An Assessment
Dr. R.K. Pattnaik

‘

Make in India’, ‘India’s Vision
2020 to become the Global
powerhouse’, ‘India to soon beat
China on economic growth’, ‘India
to capitalise on its demographic
dividend’ – are a few of the many
phrases that are gaining currency
of late- at the root of all these
aspirations lie some fundamental
concerns over the status of labour
laws in India! Truly, it is perceived
in different fora that success to
achieve a double digit growth with a
strong human face lies in addressing
challenges in labour reform. It is
important to mention that labour
reforms could not only augment
employability of the labour force
but also help in building a healthy
and educated human capital.
In the above context it is important
to recognise that ‘business’ and
‘workers’ are two sides of the same
coin. It is of interest to note that
India’s performance in the Ease
of Doing Business index has been
consistently poor with a rank of 142
(out of 189 countries) in 2014-15.
Evidence suggests that the labour
laws have a direct bearing on this
development. Some of the typical
impediments
are:
Low-wages,
unhealthy working conditions,
unequal treatment towards women
workers, absence of stringent
penalty for violation of labour laws,
engaging contractual labour without
insurance/ social security etc. To
put it differently, stringent, complex
and archaic nature of labour
9
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laws prevailing in the country are
breeding a non-competitive business
environment which are not only
hindering the smooth operations
of existing businesses but are also
compelling companies to shift their
manufacturing bases, engage in
hiring on non-formal payrolls or
become capital intensive.
It is critical, therefore, to develop
productive and prudent regulatory
frame works which support both
the workers as well as are business.
It is heartening to note that the
NDA Government has stressed
the need for labour reform with
a motto of Shramev Jayate. Such
a move is welcome as it not only
recognises dignity of labour but also
compliments the business efforts in
the unorganised sector.
Against the above backdrop,
the present article addresses the
emerging issues in labour reform.
The remainder of the paper is
organised as follows. Section 1
presents an assessment of the extant
labour laws followed by Section 2
presents the proposed measures of
reform by the present government.
Section 3, discusses issues and
policy options. Section 4 covers the
concluding observations.
1. EXTANT LABOUR LAWS:
AN ASSESSMENT
Most of the labour laws in India were
enacted 40-70 years back, mainly
to regulate the then- dominating
manufacturing sector. These laws fail

Ms. Samarpita Banerjee

to address the needs of the service
sector which at present accounts for
almost 55 per cent of the GDP. It is
important to note that these laws are
greatly outdated and highly inflexible
and are thus, not favourable to
investors. While these laws obstruct
augmentation of employment and
dampen the economic growth, they
have also made the Indian enterprises
relatively uncompetitive. On account
of these cumbersome and rigorous
labour policies, companies are
turning capital intensive –thereby
reducing the manpower needs or
shifting their manufacturing bases
to countries with relatively business
friendly labour policies.
It is reported that there are 44 at the
central government laws and 100
state government laws. To name a
few: The Factories Act, 1947; The
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947; The
Industrial Employment (Standing
orders) Act, 1946; The Minimum
Wages Act, 1948; The Payment of
Wages Act, 1936; The Payment of
Bonus Act, 1965; The Employees
State Insurance Act, 1948; The
Employees Provident Funds and
Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952;
The Maternity Benefit Act, 1961;
The Employees Compensation
Act,
1923;
The
Inter-state
Migrant Workmen (Regulation of
Employment and Conditions of
Service ) Act, 1979; The (State-level)
Shops and Establishments Act; The
Equal Remuneration Act, 1976; and
The Child Labour (Prohibition and
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Regulation)Act, 1986.
A perusal of the functioning of
these acts brings out the following
conclusions.
First, the multiplicity of laws
coupled with the usage of different
terminologies
like
employee/
workman/ worker or wages/
basic wages/salary present an
array of operational problems
and make compliance difficult.
The entire gamut of these laws
need to be simplified, re-classified
and clubbed together along with
uniform definitions to make them
less cumbersome and employment
friendly.
Second these laws have been
designed in a way which has created
a segmentation of labour market.
This means that the laws protect
and cater to only 6-8 percent of the
organised labour force and ignore
the interests of the other 93%
engaged in unorganised sectors.
Therefore, while the unionised
workers are highly paid and their
lay-offs are protected and require
Centre’s approval, an overwhelming
number of unorganised workers
are not even covered with the basic
legal rights. This high protection
to organised workers is one of the
major reasons why firms are hesitant
to add to their formal labour rolls.

between labour and employers. This
needs to be reduced to not more
than two levels fast track processes.

the ‘inspector regime’ and to move
to a simplified online compliance
system.

Forth, while labour laws form
majorly a part of the Concurrent
list with little discretion to states
to modify the laws as per the needs
particular to the State, there is data
to substantiate the benefits that
accrue by increasing the State’s
power in this area. As quoted in the
Economic Survey of India 201213 ‘Estimates using plant-level data
suggest that firms in labour-intensive
industries and in states with flexible
labour laws have 14 percent higher
TFP (total factor productivity) than
their counterparts in states with
more stringent labour laws’.

Third, it has been proposed to grant
states the authority to diverge the
labour laws from the national laws
to better address the needs of the
local labour markets.

2. PROPOSED LABOUR
REFORMS
In light of the above, it becomes
important to discuss the positive
direction in which the present
government has taken steps. A
few reform measures are discussed
below.

Third, as strange as it may sound,
India is one of the only countries
to not have the requirement of
strike notice other than the public
services which does not provide
time to the concerned parties to
engage in negotiation to avert the
situation. This calls for changes to
the Industrial Dispute Act making a
2-3 week strike notice compulsory.

First, the Apprentices Act has
been amended and unique numbers
has been allotted to employers and
employees. The Unique Labour
Identification Number (LIN) that
is being proposed to be allotted to
industrial units to facilitate online
registration is likely to reduce the
number of returns to be filed from the
present 16 to just one. Furthermore,
using computerized systems to allot
industries to inspectors for checking
legal compliance as against the earlier
freedom to pick-and-choose would
address the main cause of selective
harassment leading to bribery and
corruption and therefore take on
the ‘Inspector raj’.

Fourthly, there are presently, more
than 4 levels of dispute settlement
mechanisms
after
arbitration,

Second, in order to address the
corruption and red-tapism in the
system there is a proposal to revamp
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Fourth, ShramSuvidha, the unified
labour portal scheme, has been
launched to fast-track redressal
of grievances and facilitate selfcertification by industry. This
is expected to promote a more
transparent
labour
inspection
regime, with inspection reports
being uploaded in 72 hours.
Fifth, another important step which
is being planned by the Centre is
to reduce the compliance pressures
of cumbersome laws for the Small
and Medium Scale Enterprises. This
sector currently employs about 81
million labour forces. Therefore,
not only is the Centre planning to
exempt small factories from 14
major laws but has also proposed a
single comprehensive law covering
all aspects for factories covering
less than 40 people. These changes
if implemented as legislated, would
unlock huge growth potential for
India’s future
Along with this new draft law, the
labour ministry is also planning
to repeal three other labour laws
that do not currently serve any
purpose- The Employees Liability
Act, 1938; The Personal Injuries
(Compensation Insurance) Act,
1963; and The Personal Injuries
(Emergency Provision) Act, 1962.
3. ISSUES AND POLICY
OPTIONS
The policy initiatives by the
government in the direction of
easing out processes and bringing in
more flexibility for the businesses to
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function in the Indian labour market
is prise worthy However, it is
important to realise that “business”
and “workers” are complementary
entities and not competitive. It is
important therefore, to recognise
that no policy measure would be
successful on a sustainable basis
unless the interests of both the
parties are taken care of.
The amendment to labour laws
as discussed above will encourage
the local and foreign business
enterprises to undertake business
in smooth and hassle free manner.
This will help Indian economy to
grow at a faster rate. However, a few
issues remain unanswered.
First, when we talk about
‘demographic dividend’ being the
key to unlocking the potential of
India in the times to come, it is
important to understand the context
in which that is expected to happen.
To put things into perspective,
around 12-13 million Indian
youths are joining the labour force
every year and roughly 300 million
young people are estimated to join
in by 2025. Around 2020, India is
expected to become a superpower;
the global economy is expected to
experience a shortfall of 56 million
young people. India with its youth
surplus of 47 million under the age
of 24 years could then unlock its
demographic dividend and fill in this
gap. However, if substantial steps are
not taken to address the perennial
concerns that are likely to reduce the
potential of the youth- ‘the ladder
to India’s glory’, the demographic
dividend would merely remain
an unutilised and uncompetitive
youth surplus. In reality, thus, the
demographic dividend will turn
into a demographic curse. In this
context, policy initiatives should be
focused on education and health.
11
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The state governments have a larger
role to play.
Second, some of the issues that
need to be highlighted are those
which are more mooted upon
than solved. These include: a)
Protection of children from labour
abuse, b)finding ways to increase
the participation of women in the
workforce and c)safeguarding the
interests of contract labour.
Compulsory primary education, nonformal education centres for child
labourers, vocational training and
supply of supplementary nutrition to
child labour in hazardous industries,
adoption of measures to prevent
re-entry of children into hazardous
industries are steps that have been
implemented or are in the pipeline
by the government in direction of
protecting child labour abuse.
Invariably, we look at government,
NGOs, corporate through CSR to
take up the child labour issues. In our
considered view, all Indian citizens
have a responsibility. Particularly,
persons having income more than
10 lakhs per month should adopt a
poor child with to commitment to
ourselves to “ OWN A CHILD”.
Similarly through several sections
of Factories Act-1948, Maternity
Benefit
Act-1961,
Plantations
Labour Act etc. as well as Contract
Labour (Regulation & Abolition)
Central Rules- 1971, the government
has tried to assure health/safety
measures, reduce wage disparity
and protect the interests of women
and contract/ migrant labourers.
The contract labourers particularly
women live in a very unhealthy
condition in the construction sites.
We as Indian citizens in our locality
when construction works take place
should be vigilant not only in terms
sensitizing the local authorities but

also contributing some financial
help for the working women and
child welfare
3. Concluding Observations
The labour reforms are a long overdue
in Indian case. It is heartening to
note that the present government has
kept high on its policy agenda these
reforms. It is important to recognise
that the policy measures for labour
reforms should focus on creating an
environment which promotes job
creation and be linked to Ease of
Doing Business. The labour reform
must define minimum wages which
should be revised annually and
linked to inflation to account for
the increases in cost of living. Focus
also needs to be on making these
laws more women-inclusive such
that greater participation of women
in the workforce can be seen.
The future of labour reforms lies
in a business cum worker friendly
labour policy which encourages and
provides incentives to employers to
hire more workers in formal roles,
protects the interest of the workers
with inflation linked wages and
social security benefits and healthy
working conditions.
The role of stake holders has to
go beyond just the government,
NGOs and business houses. It has
to include the public and the focus
needs to shift from corporate social
responsibility to Individual social
responsibility.
rkpattnaik@simsr.somaiya.edu
Dr. R.K.Pattnaik is a Professor and Ms. Samarpita
Banarjee is an MBA (Finance) student at SPJIMR,
Mumbai. The views expressed are personal
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Labour Reforms : Issues and Challenges

O

ver 25 per cent of the world’s
workers are Indian. And 300
million young people are set
to enter the labour force by 2025. With
an average age of 29, India’s population
is in the middle of a demographic
boom. By 2020, when the global
economy is expected to run short of
56 million young people, India, with a
youth surplus of 47 million, could fill
the gap. It is in this context that labour
reforms are often cited as the way to
unlock double-digit growth in India.
That India’s complicated labour law
regime is in dire need of reform.
Industry players, Indian and foreign,
who are desirous of being part of
India’s growth story make no bones
about their objections to labour laws,
which - (a) distort the labour market; (b)
increase compliance costs for industries
making
business
uncompetitive;
and (c) hurt the Indian labour, in
terms of employment, training and
opportunities. The result - these laws
instead of creating an atmosphere
conducive for economic development,
act as an impediment.
The primary policy challenge is to
increase the employability of our
labour force. And to shift labour from
agricultural to non-agricultural jobs
(where there is a projected need for
120 million skilled hands), along with
social security measures.
Labour is a concurrent list subject and
given the mismatches between central
and states laws (near 200 laws in India),
demand for uniformity is genuine.
India’s labour law regime has always
been inconsistent with industrial
development and the ease of doing
business. Over the past year, the
government has attempted to resolve
this by amending the Apprentice
Act (1961).
It is an inescapable fact that there
12
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are too many regulations governing
employment in India and has restricted
the growth of manufacturing in the
country.
The Need for Labour Reforms
The main aim for changing the
labour reforms is the changing
world economy and the shift from
agricultural to non agricultural jobs.
Also skill development is the main
focus for bringing about changes in
labour reforms in India. The main
aim of reforming labour laws, “for
urbanisation and development
to take place, labour must be
formalised in India”. Reforms are
necessary so as to bring about more
flexibility and order in the labour
markets and make it less stringent.
The issue of contract labours, hire
and fire policies are being discussed
widely. The scholars have time and
again pointed towards the need for
change in the labour laws in India.
The Maruti- Manesar violence which
triggered in the year 2012 was caused
due to the workers being under paid.
Thus points towards the issue of how
the workers on contract basis work
in delirious conditions and have to
survive on meager salary to support
the family. India’s current labour
laws provide very little incentive for
industrial employers to hire. Thus
they get away with this by hiring
contractual labour without giving
them any social security benefits or
termination protection. Thus if India
has to explore its vast labour force
and use it more productively and
judiciously the labour law reforms
is the need of the hour. Flexiblity to
undertake layoffs, ensuring adequate
benefits and supporting it with a
modern regulatory framework is
needed.

There are multiple labour laws which
are overlapping in nature. It creates
confusion and difficulty in compliance.
This situation is also exploited for
corruption and strengthen inspector
raj. Some of these laws are archaic in
nature and restricts economy resulting
in peter pan syndrome in small
industries. Dispute settlement process
is neither favorable to employer nor
employee.
India’s poor ranking in recent ease of
doing business report is to a extent said
to be attributable to its archaic labour
laws, reforms of which has been
accepted by government recently.
Economic survey for 2014-15 talked of
the complexities of labor laws acting
as an impediment to manufacturing in
India, resulting in lower employment
levels. Further, world bank has declared
the regulatory regime in India to be the
most restrictive. Hence, given the high
stakes involved, the labor laws have to
be addressed on a priority basis.
The problems with labour laws
are:
1. Overlapping
Labour being a concurrent subject
had lead to a plethora of laws by both
centre and state creating overlapping
and confusion.
2. Multiple laws
A single area is governed by multiple
laws, like there are 14 laws on social
security.
3. Archaic laws
Many of the laws have been continued
from colonial time which are irrelevant
in present context like the trade unions
act 1926.
4. Compliance burden
With several strict laws regarding
closing of plant etc. the compliance
cost increases for companies and
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small industries find it difficult to
maintain that.
Government Initiatives
The reforms aimed at eliminating
‘Inspector Raj’ will create a conducive
environment for growth of businesses
as they can look forward to simpler
procedures and provide a huge fillip
to manufacturing sector.
The government of Rajasthan has, in
a small way, shown the way, passing an
amendment that will allow companies
to let go of up to 300 employees
without
seeking
government
permission, raising the threshold from
100. The state has made it tougher to
register labour unions. The Contract
Labour Act will now be applicable in
the desert state only to companies that
employ more than 50 workers against
the previous 20.
The federal cabinet has approved
proposals to amend Factories Act,
1948, Apprentices Act, 1961, and
Labour Laws (exemption from
furnishing returns and maintaining
registers by certain establishments)
Act, 1988. The government introduced
the Factories Amendment Bill, 2014,
and the Apprentices Amendment Bill,
2014, in the Lok Sabha.
The proposed changes to the Factories
Act talk about improving the safety
of workers; doubling the provision of
paid overtime from 50 hours a quarter
to 100 hours in some cases and from
75 hours to 125 hours in work related
to public interest; relaxing the norms
for women to work in some industry
segments at night; and reducing to
90 from 240 the number of days
an employee needs to work before
becoming eligible for benefits like
leave with pay.
Thus following above are some of the
proposed changes that government
will bring about on its road to
reforming the labour laws.
There have been views both for and
against the initiatives taken by the
government. Some scholars have
pointed out to more serious problems
13
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which the government has failed
to address. According to an article
published in the Economic & Political
Weekly by K R Shyam Sundar Social
Dialogue has outlined some of the
problems of the labours, the Missing
Link in Labour Reforms statutory
tripartite bodies (the consultative
bodies under labour laws like the
Minimum Wages Act, 1948, the
Contract Labour (Regulation and
Abolition) Act, 1970 and so on) were
not reconstituted in time, and even
if they were, their working has been
questionable. Tripartite social dialogue
forums at the state level like the state
labour advisory boards (SLABs) do
not exist or function poorly.
Trade unions have been resisting
several changes made to the existing
labour laws besides attempts to
introduce new laws, saying that the
government is rushing through bills
such as the Industrial Relations Code,
Small Factories and Employees’
Provident Fund in the name of ease
of doing business and boosting ‘Make
in India’ programme.
The crucial 10-point agenda of the
trade unions includes demands such
as government steps to deal with
issues like price rise, unemployment,
universal social security cover for
workers and disinvestment of public
sector undertakings. The 11 central
trade unions have thus decided to go
on a nationwide strike.
It must be recognised that it is a
lot tougher to address core issues
of labour reform that aim to alter
or remove the existing rights, than
pushing an altogether new labour
reform measure. Further, the trade
unions have lost faith in not only the
government but also the so-called
promises of benefits arising out of
proposed reform measures. Academic
research is not conclusive either. It is
well-known that critical reforms could
take years, even decades.
It is unfortunate that the state has not
delivered on many of the promises
it made to the trade unions – for

example, the assured and universal
monthly pension of Rs 1,000, better
coverage of social security laws,
reform of minimum wages and so on.
Given that the government has gone
back on all its promises, the trade
unions cannot be faulted if they lost
faith in the state. The trade unions
in India have always complained
vociferously that the high-ranking
ministers including the Prime Minister
grace the events organised by the
employers but hardly find time for the
events of the workers’ organisations.
Summing Up
A major legislative involvement in
labour market will be impossible
without developing a broad-based and
holistic national labour policy. Hence,
the government of India should first
focus on developing a consensus on
national policy framework on labour
issues rather than continuing with
an ad hoc approach to amend a few
provisions of labour laws to please
the industry. Since a lot of studies,
consultations, and reforms have been
done during last 50 years, it will be
easier to draft national labour policy
accommodating concerns of all the
stakeholders.
Further, India should fall in line with
international practice and trade union
law should provide that a majority of
workers endorse any industrial action
that is contemplated. Elections should
also be made obligatory for office
bearers, with the stipulation of a
maximum term of three or five years.
It is necessary to also limit the role of
outsiders (non workers) in trade union
affairs. The foregoing discussion
shows that the recent labour law
changes, while strengthening the
hands of capital, would bring in its
bogie uncertainty and insecurity in the
lives of millions of workers.
sarabjitk@medcindia.com
Ms. Sarabjit Kour Hunjan is the Trainee Economist in
MEDC.
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Effects of Labour Regulation on Employment in the
Manufacturing Sector in India.
MEDC Research Team

Introduction
Employers in a globalised economic
environment favour flexible labour
strategies where they ask for the freedom
to hire workers for a fixed term even
for perennial activities and discontinue
their services when not needed. The
constraints that employers are faced with
when it comes to questions of hire and
fire, redeployment and use of contractual
labour, pressure from trade unions,
has, led to poor growth in employment
and an overall disappointing industrial
performance in the country. It is argued
that employers facing stringent labour
laws do not want to employ more people
and thus firms suffer, rendering employers
unable to adjust to the fluctuations of the
market.
Responding to the growing demands for
the implementation of a set of “second
generation labour reforms”, there have
been repeated calls for relaxation of
labour laws in various official reports and
documents that have come out in recent
years, most notably in the Planning
Commission’s report of the Task Force
on Employment Opportunities (2001)
and the report presented by the Second
National Commission on Labour
(2002). The focus has been primarily on
fliexibility in the labour market and skill
enhancement of the labour force rather
than a serious assessment of proper
enforcement of the existing laws, of
varied working conditions of different
categories of workers and coverage of the
social security system. However, neither
the Industrial Disputes Act (IDA), 1947
nor the Contract Labour (Regulation
and Abolition) Act (CLA) have seen any
central amendments in recent times that
would lead to widespread appeasement
to the corporate class or face the ire of
the labouring class.
How and why do we argue that the
14
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Indian state has enhanced its control over
labour?
(i) Identify the increasing vulnerability
of employment in the organised
manufacturing sector and how
these changes have impacted the
bargaining power of labour through
increased usage of contractual
labour, decreasing wage shares,
reduced trade union participation
and low coverage of workers under
any form of social security benefi ts
(through an empirical exercise with
the Annual Survey of Industries
(ASI) and National Sample Survey
Offi ce (NSSO) rounds);
(ii) Explore the exemptions from
specific labour regulations accorded
to particular activities and introduced
in the recent years. Labour legislation
being on the concurrent list is
amenable to reforms at the state level
and exemptions and amendments at
the federal level bypass central labour
legislation;
(iii) Locate the anti-labour positions in
the arbitration mechanisms under the
state and judicial reinterpretations of
existing laws and identify the ones
that are blatantly biased in favour of
capital; and
(iv) Look at the role of Indian corporations
in formal and informal norm building
in India by specifically examining the
recent National Voluntary Guidelines
(NVG) on Social, Environmental
and Economical Responsibilities of
Business, 2011 and the Companies
Act, 2013.
The ‘Formal’ Manufacturing Sector
The workers in the formal or organised
manufacturing sector are protected by
legislation and enjoy greater entitlements
than unorganised sector workers. Many
laws protect and promote the interests

of workers employed in this sector –
like their health, wages, safety, minimum
timely payment, maternity leave for
women, bonus, provident fund, gratuity,
etc.
About 4.5 million workers in factories
with 100 or more workers have job
security under Chapter V-B of the IDA.
The Act states that to retrench even a
single worker, the firm has to seek the
state’s permission. This section does not
apply to supervisors and managerial staff
as they are considered to be a part of the
management. This job security legislation
has been the bone of contention for
many years as the lack of ability to “hire
and fire” is believed to have adversely
affected output and employment growth.
It is also widely believed that the Indian
manufacturing sector has stuck to smaller
employment-size categories because
of the presence of this clause in the
legislation, which has not allowed firms to
expand beyond the 99-plus employment
threshold, lest they be subject to the
stringent job-security clause.
However, despite this legislation, the
Indian manufacturing sector has been
able to lay off labour through the 1980s
and 1990s whenever required. As can be
seen from Figure 1, job losses happened
in the 1980s after the amendment to the
IDA came into force in 1984 to extend
its ambit from 300 or more workers
to 100 or more workers. In the early
1990s, employment in the organised
sector increased during the initial
boom in investments after the reforms.
From 1997-98 to 2003-04, 0.73 million
employees lost their jobs, of which 0.52
million were workers. This had a lot
of do with the Voluntary Retirement
Scheme implemented in May 1999, which
legitimized lay-offs and retrenchments in
the organised private sector. So although
the existing gamut of labour laws were
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not touched, it was possible to retrench
workers. As Nagaraj (2004 : 3,388) puts
it, perhaps setting up of the National
Renewal Fund – to finance mainly
retrenchment of workers in public
sector enterprises – was a signal of the
government’s tacit support for similar
initiatives in the private sector. Although
the labour laws remained the same, their
enforcement was diluted or government
ignored their evasion by employers. In
effect, it was reform by stealth.
One of the visible markers of the
onslaught on labour by the capital-state
nexus is the growth in informality and
the corresponding rise in vulnerability in
the manufacturing sector. The following
section attempts to position the debate
surrounding regulation and deregulation
within the context of a labour market
that is increasingly becoming casual in
nature, and standards of employment
that are persistently being lowered to
accommodate capital’s insatiable appetite
for profit. Informal employment covers
those jobs that despite being located in
sectors/enterprises traditionally seen as
organised, are nevertheless not backed
by any form of job security or social
protection. In fact, according to the
National Commission for Enterprises in
the Unorganised Sector (NCEUS) (2009)
report, the employment generation
that took place in the organized sector
post the economic reforms has been
15
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largely informal in nature. Surveys by
Sharma and Sasikumar (1996) have
shown that employment expansion in
the manufacturing sector during the
early 1990s took place mostly through
a nonpermanent workforce. The work
by Bhandari and Heshmati (2006)
concur stating that the share of contract
as well as temporary workers in the
Indian manufacturing sector, excluding
administrative and managerial workers,
has doubled over the period 1992-2001.
Informal workers in organised enterprises
are more often than not excluded from
the scope of regulations stipulating
conditions of work, retrenchment and
minimum wages that are applicable to
their formal counterparts. Papola and
Sahu (2012) show that employment
growth in the organised sector, which
seems to have picked up in recent years,
has been mostly of the above mentioned
type.
Labour Legislation- Implementation
and Dilution
There are three main labour laws – the
IDA, CLA and the Trade Union Act –
along with a few others, to study how the
dilution of the law itself or their lack of
implementation has brought increased
flexibility in the labour market along with
increased vulnerability that labour faces
now a days.
The IDA, particularly Chapter VB, has

been the bone of contention as it
does not allow employers the “hire
and fire” flexibility they desire.
Retrenchment of workers in factories
requires notice and payment of
compensation for establishments
covered by Chapter VA (employing
more than 50 workers) and official
permission for factories covered
by Chapter VB. In 1982/84, when
the IDA was amended, it changed
the definition of retrenchment in
Section 2(oo) to exclude from it,
the termination of service resulting
from non-renewal of contract or
under a stipulation contained in
the contract (Bhattacharjea 2006).
So termination of service resulting
from non-renewal of contract
would henceforth not be termed as
retrenchment. This instituted far more
flexibility in the organised labour market
than before.
Thus it led to the practice of increasingly
employing “fixed-term worker” in
many factories, as under this clause,
retrenchment can hardly be difficult. As
per an amendment in December 2003
to the Industrial Employment (Standing
Orders) Act 1946, the term “fixed-term
employment” has been inserted to the
same, which allows employers to hire
workers for fixed periods of time. These
fixed-term workers are technically not
contract workers though they too are hired
on a tenure basis. The argument given for
this amendment was that it would provide
the firms greater flexibility, especially
for those units that require workers for
shorter periods of time to accommodate
fluctuations in demand. However, the
permission given to employers to hire
workers for fixed terms meant that the
earlier entitlements that workers had to
social security measures were no longer
available. It weakened their bargaining
power.
Also, Chapter VB of IDA does not apply
to termination of employees in case of
transfer of the enterprise. Shyam Sundar
(2008) has reported how this loophole
was used to transfer the entitlement of
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an enterprise and thereby terminate
workers in Maharashtra in spite of the
IDA. Another clause of the IDA which
is of consequence is that employees
have to be in continuous service for 240
days for being eligible for retrenchment
benefits, which is often breached by
employers by lockouts. The definition of
lockouts was also amended in 1982/84
to mean temporary closing of a place
of employment along with the existing
definition of the suspension of work, or
the refusal by an employer to continue to
employ any number of persons hitherto
employed. These dilutions in the IDA
actually made the job security clause far
more flexible than before.
Labour being on the concurrent list of
the Constitution; the state governments
can change the existing central laws with
the approval of the president of India.
So even without changing the existing
central law, the state governments in
various ways have made labour markets
flexible. For example, Uttar Pradesh in
1983 amended the Chapter VB clause in
IDA to apply to establishments employing
more than 300 workers. Andhra Pradesh
through an amendment in 2006 chose
not to apply IDA in special economic
zones (SEZs) and export-oriented units.
Similarly, Gujarat inserted a Chapter VD
in the IDA which makes the SEZs exempt
from the labour laws under Chapter VA
and VB of the IDA. Other states like
Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh
and Goa have also issued amendments
to the SEZ Act (Singh 2008). While
this deals with the job security aspect
of labour laws, the bargaining power
of the workers has been reduced by the
attitude of the state towards employment
of contractual labour and its attitude
towards trade unions.
The CLA, 1970 seems to hold no ground
at all in practice, with contract labour
employment in India’s manufacturing
sector seeing an increase from 10.5% in
1995-96 to 25.5% in
2009-10. the law intended to restrict the
use of contractual workers in perennial
activities has been bypassed with some
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states like Bihar and Andhra Pradesh
where more than 40% of the total persons
employed in the organised manufacturing
sector are employed through contractors.
Haryana, Odisha, Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand too have high levels of
contract worker employment of more
than 30% by 2009-10.
While the central law has not seen any
change, in some states, the law has been
amended. For example, in Andhra Pradesh
in 2003, the state government amended
the law to reduce its scope and coverage.
CLA was amended to be applicable to
firms and contractors employing 20
contract workers or more for 12 months
continuously. It also introduced the
core and non-core activities distinction
into the law defining a large number of
activities as non-core activities (including
activities that were incidental to core
activities, as Reddy (2008) points out,
leading to a very porous clause) where
contract workers are allowed freely. In
certain cases, employing contract workers
in core activities is also permitted. Most
importantly, the enforcement of the CLA
is a major issue as the fi ne for violation
is just Rs 100 or Rs 200, which employers
do not mind paying (Shyam Sundar 2008)
even if inspections were to happen.
As regards to the right of workers to
form a trade union, several characteristics
of unions and enterprises are worth
mentioning. Some of them are (a)
multiple unionism, (b) close but advisedly
avoidable nexus between political parties
and different trade union national
federations, (c) dominance of inter-union
rivalry often extending to industrial
disputes, and (d) familiar anti-union bias
of the managerial class characterized by
engineered factionalism, union busting
and even efforts to keep the enterprise
“non-union.
Labour and Judiciary
The other mechanism through which
labour’s position has substantially
weakened is the marked shift in the
judiciary’s position on a number of key
labour issues. Though historically given

to pro-labour verdicts, of late, we note
a growing number of judgments that
deliberately favour the interests of capital
and are in tune with the new policy regime
adopted after the reforms. For one, as
Thakur (2007) points out, agitations,
demonstrations, bandhs, processions, etc,
are being curbed with firm judgments.
This was clearly evident in the Kerala
High Court’s 1997 judgment that held the
calling for “bundh” by any association,
political party or organisation and the
enforcement of the same as illegal and
unconstitutional. The right to call for
strikes by even government employees,
as evident in the mass strike case in Tamil
Nadu in 2003, was deemed illegal by the
judiciary.
A number of these contentious judgments
surround the use and regulation of
contractual workers in industries. For
instance, in 2001, the Supreme Court, in
Steel Authority of India Ltd (SAIL) &
Others vs National Union of Waterfront
Workers and Others prospectively
invalidated the 1976 central government
notification which prohibited the
use of contract labour for tasks like
cleaning, sweeping, dusting and guarding
buildings owned and occupied by central
public sector units. This judgment
of the Supreme Court in the process
also overruled the 1996 judgment Air
India Statutory Corporation vs United
Labour Union & Others and held that
neither Section 10 of the Act nor any
other provision in the Act expressly or
by necessary implication provides for
automatic absorption of contract labour.
The principal employer, thus, cannot
be required to order absorption of the
contract labour working in the concerned
establishment.
Similarly in 2010, the Supreme Court,
presiding over G M, BSNL & Others
vs Mahesh Chand ruled that it is for
a non-regular employee to prove that
has continuously worked for 240 days
in a year to seek regularisation of work
and prevent an arbitrary termination,
quashing in the process, the reasoning
adopted by an earlier bench of the
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Rajasthan High Court which placed the
burden on the employer. It is not difficult
to see the advantages this judgment
carries for employers. Since most casual
labour (as we have seen above) work
on oral contracts it would be extremely
difficult for them to establish the
duration of their employment. Moreover,
with lack of transparency concerning
the maintenance of muster rolls, such a
task becomes altogether more arduous.
In another landmark judgment, in the
case J K Synthetic Ltd vs K P Aggarwal
and Another, 2007, the Supreme Court
held that if an illegally-sacked employee
is reinstated on the orders of a Court, it
would not automatically entitle him to
back- wages.Moreover, an earlier judgment
in Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan vs S C
Sharma, 2005 stated that it is the worker’s
burden to prove that in the interim period
he/she was not gainfully employed. As
Kumar (2008) states, today there is less
emphasis on reinstatement of dismissed
employees and least in regularization of
the employees by the Courts. Even in
cases where the dismissal or discharge of
the workmen has been found to be illegal,
relief of reinstatement is converted
into compensation. Arguing against the
above judgment, Hirway and Shah (2011)
claim that managements can now throw
out workers illegally without having to
worry much about the payment of full
back-wages even if they get reinstated.
Moreover, what makes matters worse is
that workers are generally in no position
to go to a labour court to fi ght a case of
illegal termination for they do not have
the money to hire a lawyer.
‘Informal’ Norm Building Practices
in India
The facilitatory attitude of the state
in accommodating capital’s insatiable
tendency of accumulation finds its
expression not only in the changes that
have come about in the regulation of the
labour force for each, but in fact even
more effectively in its numerous attempts
to deregulate capital in the economy.
One of the more visible markers of the
same has been a conscious shift in the
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manner in which capital is expected to be
monitored, evaluated and disciplined by
the regulatory regime.
What we observe, in the last 20 years, is a
shift in onus of regulation from the state
to enterprises themselves, particularly on
the question of disclosure and reportage.
A case in point being the NVG on
Socio-Economic and Environmental
Responsibilities of Business brought out
by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs in
2011.
A revision of the Voluntary Guidelines
on Corporate Social Responsibility in
2009, the NVG purportedly endeavors to
direct businesses in the country towards
a set of practices that encompass “the
social, environmental and economic”
responsibilities while aiming to achieve
the “triple bottom line – people, planet
and profit”. Consisting of a set of nine
“Principles” and corresponding “Core
Elements”, the guidelines serve to execute
the same via a set of indicators that selfmonitor the implementation process.
Interestingly, these indicators have been
categorised under two heads, “Essential”
and “Leadership”, with the former
expected “from every business that has
adopted these Guidelines” and the latter
reserved for those “businesses which
aspire to progress to a higher level in their
quest to be socially, environmentally and
ethically responsible” (GoI 2011: 30). In
other words, only a select few businesses
are obligated, under this new framework,
to follow these leadership indicators
while tracking the implementation of
the guidelines. A glance at the procedural
outline of this tracking mechanism
reveals the pro-capital attitude of the
same. On the question of monitoring
and evaluation, businesses under essential
indicators are expected to undertake only
a self-assessment and a review of their
performance on various principles and
core elements. Third party assessment,
verification and impact analysis of
a business performance are deemed
necessary only for those select businesses
aspiring to follow the leadership metrics.
Similarly, on the question of disclosure,

essential indicators require a business to
merely disclose its performance to priority
stakeholders, the latter being identified
by the said businesses themselves.
Disclosure to a wider public is required
for only leadership indicators. What these
guidelines, thus, effectively intend is for
the majority of businesses to self-asses
their performance and adherence towards
labour standards while restricting the
reportage of the same to a select few.
An interesting change that is already taking
place is the attitude of the state and the
changes in legislation that have taken place
with respect to the question of inspection
as well as self-certification. The Small
and Medium Enterprise Development
Bill 2005, enacted by Parliament in June
2006 as the “Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises Development Act, 2006”,
for one, entails a number of provisions
for simplified inspections, maintenance
and fi ling of returns. The Act exempts
industries classified as “micro”, “small”
and “medium” from inspection under a
series of labour legislation, viz, Payment
of Wages Act, 1936, the Employees’
State Insurance Act, 1948, the Factories
Act, 1948, the Employees’ Provident
Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act,
1952, the Maternity Benefit Act, 1961,
the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 and the
Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972. In place
of inspection by government authorities,
it seeks to promote self-certification/
regulation by the enterprises themselves.
On the question of self-certification,
pro-labour reformers argue that with
increased awareness amongst both
employees and employers, it is possible
for the latter to ensure compliance
themselves. Moreover, employers, it
is argued, should have the freedom to
suo moto certify the implementation
of the concerned regulations. This
would help employers focus on their
core businesses. Similarly, The Labour
Laws (Exemption from Furnishing
Returns and Maintaining Registers by
Certain Establishments) Amendment
and Miscellaneous Provisions Bill, 2011,
introduced in Parliament in March 2011,
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seeks to free the employer from a number
of obligations towards labour under the
existing legislation. Changing the defi
nition of “small establishments” from
any place employing between 10 to 19
people on any day of the preceding 12
months to that employing between 10 to
40 people it seeks to widen the number
of establishments that are exempted
from furnishing returns and maintaining
registers. Moreover, the bill seeks to
amend the list of Acts exempting small
establishments from fi ling returns
and maintaining registers, namely, the
Motor Transport Workers Act, 1961;
the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965; the
Beedi and Cigar Workers (Conditions
of Employment) Act, 1966; the InterState Migrant Workmen (Regulation of
Employment and Conditions of Service)
Act, 1979; the Dock Workers (Safety,
Health and Welfare) Act, 1986; the Child
Labour (Prohibition and Regulation)
Act, 1986; and the Building and Other
Construction Workers (Regulation of
Employment and Conditions of Service)
Act, 1996. In many states where the scs
is available – Punjab, Haryana, Himachal
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Rajasthan, Gujarat, and
Maharashtra – not many enterprises have
volunteered to the scheme, as the penalty
for noncompliance with labour laws
when adopting self-certification is higher
than through inspections. It is diffi cult
to understand how, after this experience,
there is still belief that the NVG will serve
any serious purpose. The characteristics
of the labour market identified earlier
can now be easily understood in the
background of weak implementation
and the state’s endeavour to dilute the
provisions of the law. Outright changes
in the law have not been pursued by
the state but voluntary guidelines are
set to replace and bypass the already
malfunctioning mechanism of labour
laws, further weakening the position of
labour vis-à-vis capital.
Conclusions
Thus we see how the position of labour
has weakened over time, more rapidly
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since the adoption of neo-liberal policies
in the last two decades. The call for
more flexibility in the labour market
so as to adjust to a more competitive
global economy is a view that is not only
borne out by the capitalists but is also
instantaneously echoed by the state. The
Indian state has not withered away in its
presence, but the nature of interventions
has changed. The calls for “hire and
fire” are given tacit approval, not via an
overhaul of existing labour laws per se,
but via a mechanism which is far more
dangerous as it on one hand circumvents
the mechanism for the protection of
labour (through the informal normbuilding processes, arbitration mechanism
and weak enforcement of laws), while
weakening the bargaining power of
labour (declining power of trade unions,
declining wages, lack of social security
coverage) on the other. Workers even
in the “protected” organised sector face
increased vulnerability with much lower
levels of job security, reduced coverage
of social security, reduced wage shares in
output as well as stagnant real wage growth

while greater use of contract labour and
“fixed-term” workers make it more and
more difficult for workers to unionise.
This declined trade union participation
further weakens their bargaining power.
The changing dynamics between labour,
capital and the state and the manner
in which they have played out in the
labour market have moreover rendered
the calls for “second generation labour
reforms”, entirely redundant. Labour,
operating under increasingly vulnerable
conditions, with scant social security nets
and inadequate legal backing finds itself
subject to the vagaries of the market
with precious little to fall back on. The
need of the hour, thus, is not to press
for further relaxations, which would only
exacerbate the precarious existences of
those in the labour force but to work
towards securing and safeguarding the
employment conditions of labour in the
country.
gangarsneha@gmail.com
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MEDC’s New Publication

Shri Devendra Fadnavis, Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Maharashtra releasing the MEDC publication on
“Successful Models of Banking in other Countries” .
Others from R to L : Mr. Ravi Boaratkar, MEDC, Cdr.
Anil Save, VP, MEDC, Mr. Chandrashekar Prabhu,
DG, MEDC, Hon’ble Chief Minister Shri Devendraji
Fadnavis, Mr. Gopa Kumaran Nair G., DGM,
NABARD, Cdr. Dipak Naik, President, MEDC,
Mr. Adi Godrej, Chairman, Godrej Industries Ltd.,
Mrs. Meenal Mohadikar, VP, MEDC and Mr. Vikas
Agarwal, Secretary, LIC of India. The book was
released during 11th D.R. Gadgil Memorial Lecture
held on 25th May 2015. Contact MEDC office for
the copy of the publication. Cost Rs. 300/Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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Economic Policy :

“Visible But Not Seen”
Mr. M.M. Tambe

Background:
In May 2014, a history was made in
India. No single political party in the
last 30 years could able to convert
its perceived popularity into such
a massive majority. Magnetic Modi
mesmerised 125 crore strong masses
by promising economic growth from
$ 2 trillion to $20 trillion and managed
to secure 282 out of the total 543
seats. Though, India was literally
sweltering in ‘Summer of 14’, it
suddenly witnessed an early arrival of
monsoon of economic development
with pleasant winds of change and
cheer and exhilarating showers of
hopes and expectations.
The Modi Government came to the
power on high-decibel deafening
propaganda – to use the management
language – “Business isn’t just
business. It’s the economic engine
of democracy”. The promise was of
development with less government and
more governance, development with
corruption free India, development
with regaining the lost treasure i.e
black money, development with energy
for every Industry, development with
work for every willing hand, ‘sub ka
saath sub ka vikas”, development in
the nook and corner of India with
vital connectivity through efficient
infrastructure of roads, waterways
and internet, development with less
‘red tape’ and more ‘red carpet’ and
development with ease of doing
business etc….. Everybody thought
“Achhe Din Aa Hi Gaye !!. Stock
market Sensex started hitting new
highs day after day …. until it reached
the magical peak of 30,004 !! .
Maiden Budget 2014 :
The Government’s maiden budget
presented immediately within a
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month and half of the swearing in,
was actually a lack lustre one but even
then people gave it a benefit of lack
of time. In that Budget, the Finance
Minister, Mr Jaitley identified his
Government’s priorities as
yy Sab ka Saath Sab Ka Vikas
yy Minimum
government
and
maximum governance
yy Make In India
yy Introduction of much delayed
Goods and Service Tax (GST) to
make whole nation as one single
market
yy Provide clarity and transparency
in taxation policy especially, in
respect of retrospective legislation,
Minimum
Alternative
Tax
(MAT) and fair and hassle free
administration
yy Improving India’s world ranking
of 142 in ‘ease of doing business’
yy Improving financial conditions of
banks by infusing more capital up
to Rs 2,40,000 cr. by the year 2018
to conform to the Basel III norms
yy Improving Skills in India
yy Housing for All
yy Improving conditions of farms and
farmers (Agriculture)
yy Improving
Infrastructure
by
constructing quality roadways and
waterways
Lucky Government :
The Modi Government started with a
‘Hand of God’. During 2014-15, oil
prices started softening and dropped
below $50 a barrel. It was a boon
to India which depends on imports
for 80% of its oil requirement.
Consequently, Fiscal Deficit could
be rein in which is now expected
to be 4 % of the GDP. Current
Account Deficit is at 1.6% of the
GDP. Consumer Price Index inflation

also started its southward journey;
currently it is at 4.87%. Rupee has
depreciated from Rs 59.3 to a Dollar
to Rs 62.7 to a Dollar making Indian
exports more competitive. While
GDP has maintain its growth at 7.5%,
Forex Reserves are at all time high
of about US$ 375 billion !!. Foreign
Institutional Investors (FIIs) found
India as a better bet for investment as
compared to China where economy is
slowing down, to Greece and Europe
(except Germany) where recessionary
trends are still predominant, to
Brazil and Russia where economies
are struggling to cope up with their
own domestic problems. External
economic factors coupled with
internal ‘achhe din’ euphoria brought
in feel good factor everywhere. In
fact, in his campaign for BJP in the
recently concluded Delhi elections,
Mr Modi appealed to the Delhi people
that ‘he is a lucky prime minister’ and
therefore, they should vote for his
party’s government.
Implementation:
But slowly the Modi Government
is coming to the terms with the
reality of Indian politics. India is an
extraordinarily difficult country to
govern because of its legendary ‘unity
in diversity’. India exists in a ‘Lego
world’. India is built out of Legos:
people Legos, states Legos, ideological
Legos, territorial Legos etc. Designing
and connecting the pieces is as
important as recognising them. Indeed
the leader’s ability to put together and
connect the pieces in different ways and
with different people all the time, has
become the most important leadership
quality for the Nation’s performance
and progress.
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Secondly, Indian politics has become
a favourite pastime of ‘snake and
ladder’ game. The greatest fun of this
game is that the very ladder which
takes you high, at once transforms
itself into a snake that brings you
down. You are hapless. Moreover,
the Country is divided horizontally
and vertically, on the lines of caste,
creed, customs, community, colour,
religion, geography, history and what
not. Lethal intersections of quota,
reservation, special status etc would
compel you to take wrong turn and
then make the game more challenging,
confusing and complicated.
Priorities:
The NDA Government has promised
economic reforms mainly in the
areas of Land, labour, taxation,
infrastructure and the initiatives ‘Make in India’ and Inclusive Growth.
Let us examine the parade of policies,
initiatives and decisions made in these
areas.
Land:
There was a paradigm shift in the early
1990s, in the Government’s thinking. It
started the much awaited liberalization
era of opening up the economy for
private investment especially, in the
areas of power, roads, bridges and
SEZs which were hitherto a reserved
fiefdom of the public sector. The
Government started acquiring large
tracks of land on behalf of private
companies categorising nearly every
excuse for private activity as ‘public
purpose’ in order to invoke Land
Acquisition Act,1894. A public
perception developed that private
companies are financially as well
as politically so strong that under
the illusory veil of ‘public purpose’
farmers’ lands are acquired not
for the ‘noble’ purpose of national
development but for the ‘feeble’ cause
of private profit. Severe and serious
popular protests and agitation against
such land acquisitions were launched
all over the Country. Tata Motors had
to retreat from Singur (West Bengal),
Salem from Nandigram and POSCO
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from Orissa.
In Dec., 2007 the UPA Government
introduced in Lok Sabha ‘The Land
Acquisition (Amendment) 2007. The
Bill redefined the ‘public purpose’ as
land acquired for strategic defence
purposes, infrastructure, contiguity
purposes or for any project useful to
general public. Consent of 80% of the
farmers whose land is being acquired
was another important condition. The
UPA Government failed to get the bill
passed.
The Modi Government modified
the old bill substantially in terms
of farmers consent, social &
environmental impact approvals,
return of the acquired land etc and
introduced a revised Land Acquisition
Bill 2015. This Bill’s fate is also hanging
although the same is passed in Lok
Sabha. It is stuck in Rajya Sabha for
want of clear majority of NDA there.
The bill is now being referred to a 30member joint committee.
Labour:
The NDA Government wants to
amend the existing labour laws to make
them more liberal. It has proposed
to give free hand to a company
employing less than 300 workers, to
‘hire & fire’ (retrench) any worker
without government’s intervention
or approval. It is also proposing to
create a common Industrial Relations
Code combining all the three existing
laws - the Industrial Disputes Act,
Trade Unions Act, and Industrial
Employment (Standing Orders) Act.
However, considering the electoral
sensitivity of the subject and the
stiff opposition by trade unions, the
Government is going ahead slowly
and cautiously. It is avoiding any big
bang. Of course, on the positive side,
the Central Government has provided
necessary support to Rajasthan and
later Haryana Government to reform
their respective labour laws. Also
amendments to the Apprenticeship
Act would reduce inspector raj.
India is endowed with demographic

dividend. The median age of Indian
population is hardly 26 years. It is
estimated that in the next 10 years
about 100 million Indians would be
added to the working population. If
India plays its demographic card well
with excellent initiatives like ‘skill
India’ it would provide skilled workers
not only to the Indian Industry but to
the whole world. That could really be
called as “Sab ka Saath Sab Ka Vikas”.
Taxation:
Although the Industry was riding high
on the expectations of tax friendly
initiatives, the Government has failed
to live up to the expectations. The
Government not only did not do
much about wiping off the slur of
retrospective legislation (Vodafone
case) but in fact, threatened Cairn
India for huge tax recovery for the
similar cause. Moreover, taxman’s
demand for MAT on Foreign Portfolio
Investors has not gone down well with
the business community. It is another
example of the Government’s flip-flop
in the tax policy matters. It is alleged
that because of the MAT fiasco, a
crash in the stock market resulted
in the erosion of foreign capital of
about Rs 2 lakh crore !!. Introduction
of draconian black money bill coupled
with intention of bringing a ‘benami
transaction bill, have befuddled foreign
investors about the true intentions
of the Government. It appears that
‘system swallows individuals, ideals
and intentions’.
Goods and Service Tax ( GST):
GST is another high pitched
legislative initiative of the NDA
Government caught in the political
crossfire. The only difference is what
BJP did as an opposition party in the
UPA Government’s regime is ‘copypasted’ by the Congress in the NDA
government’s regime. The GST bill is
being referred to a select committee.
Infrastructure:
Here again the Government created
its own cobweb of hypes and hopes
and has now got entangled into it.
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Private Public Partnership ( PPP)
model is yet to be fine-tuned to
private players’ needs. Doubts abound
and therefore, many PPP projects are
still in doldrums.
Secondly, public sector banks are the
main financiers for huge infrastructure
projects. But these banks are saddled
with huge non- performing assets
(NPA) of about Rs. 227264 Crores.
Consequently, these banks’ risk
taking ability is severely dented. In
fact, they are finding it difficult to
service their existing customers, leave
aside, advancing any fresh loans for
such long drawn, risky infrastructure
projects. In the last quarter of 201415, the 10 PSU banks saw 10% rise in
revenue but a steep 59% drop in profit
due to such NPAs. The Government
has to recapitalise these PSUs banks
but it does not have enough capital
to infuse. The Government is caught
between the devil and the deep sea.
Make In India
‘Make In India’ initiative predominantly
implies a focus on manufacturing; an
export - led economic growth like
China. All the noises and voices are
being made by the NDA Government
about it. Be it Mr Obama’s visit to
India, or be it Mr Modi’s visit to
Australia, Germany or China etc,
‘Make In India’ resonates everywhere.
However, Mr Raghuram Rajan, the
RBI Governor, has cautioned against
such initiative. According to him,
industrial economies (the developed
countries) have no more appetite to
absorb cost competitive imports that
fuelled China’s export-led economic
miracle in the past. American
economy has just begun its revival.
Europe with few exceptions, is still in
the lurch. Japan is still experimenting
with its recession for the last two
decades. As such, the global trade is
contracting and there are no reliable
export destinations for Indian goods.
Therefore, it would be advisable
for India to create an environment
where all sorts of enterprise can
flourish. Let entrepreneurs decide
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what they want to do. Creating such
environment would necessarily mean
creating and strengthening domestic
demand. Virtually , it could be
another movement “Make For India.”
A combination of Make In India
coupled with Make For India could
result in “MAKE INDIA”.
Inclusive Growth:
One of the foremost achievements of
the Modi Government is the success
of the “Jan-Dhan Yojana” under
which 150 million new accounts of
poor people have been opened. The
Government has started transferring
subsidies directly into these accounts.
There are appreciable initiatives in the
social sector like Pradhan Mantri Vima
Yojana and also the pension scheme.
Over a period, the width of coverage
and the depth of penetration would
decide the effectiveness of these
schemes.
Problems of Perception :
The Government’s economic policies
are facing problems of ‘perception’.
Mr Nitin Gadkari – Union Minister
of Road Transport, Highways and
Shipping, has acknowledged these
problems in his press interview with
Business Standard. He observed
“an impression is created that the
NDA Government is pro-corporate
and is against minority. It is wrong
propaganda. Delhi runs on perception
but we move on ground reality. It
is image versus reality and ground
reality versus perception.” People are
confused about the Government’s
direction. Is it to the left of the centre
or to the right of the Centre ? Is it
with farmers or against them? Is it
with industrialists or against them? Is
it tax friendly or tax devilish?
Secondly, the other perception is
whether it is democratic government
with “sab ka saath” or is it democratic
government with “ek ka hi baat”?
Only handful of ministers ‘dare to
speak’ while the others are ‘eloquently
silent’.
Thirdly, in the UPA Government

there was a policy paralyses because
of “too many factions with too
many directions”. But in the NDA
Government policy paralyses is exactly
for the opposite reason – “too much
concentration of decision making
with too few persons”.
Fourthly, be it the land bill, or the GST
bill, or a whistle blower bill, or the fight
for freedom under section 66A of the
IT Act, or replies to the Comptroller
& Auditor general of India’s (CAG)
report,
people are increasingly
getting an impression that the NDA
Government’s shoulders are carrying
the UPA Government’s ‘cross’. In
fact, while commenting on the NDA
budget - 2014, Mr. Swaminathan S
Ankalesaria Aiyer had observed “it’s
a Chidambarm’s budget with saffron
lipstick”. One of the serious criticisms
on the NDA Government is it has not
launched any new health care scheme
for poor except “re-naming” some
of the existing schemes of the UPA
Governments.
Conclusion
In 1935, Peter Drucker, the great
management guru, left England for
settling in America permanently. At
that time, he cbserved “America”
is starkly different from Europe. In
America people were looking ‘to
tomorrow’. In Europe, they were
trying ‘to recreate yesterday’. That is
why I am moving to America”.
The NDA Government would do well
to remember that “We the people” have
voted Mr Modi to power by migrating from the
UPA Government to the NDA Government
for ‘looking to tomorrow’ and not ‘to recreate
the past’. The NDA Government has taken
right initiatives but unless these initiatives are
not implemented quickly, the dream of India’s
prominence in the World will be a serious
casualty and the epitaph would be “it was
visible but not seen”.
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Global Trade and Investment
Trends......
Dr. Prakash Hebalkar

This column focuses on trends in trade
and investments in the past month.
The economic discussion in May
centred on the U.S. Economy which
showed some contradictory trends:
on one hand the economy is growing
but the growth slowed in the first
four months of the year, on the other
hand the Federal Reserve held back
on interest rate increases to maintain
the
expansionary
environment
until growth picked up. The selfcontradiction led to gyrations in
exchange rates with the Euro first
weakening and then strengthening
vis a vis the USD
The concern with the tempering of
US growth together with a slowdown
in the Chinese economy (are these
really
independent
variables?)
extended to a concern about the
global economy slowing down and
got reflected in lower trade volumes
and lower trade surpluses.
These two together provoked two
things. First, criticism of analyst
observations of the impact on
Mexico, one of the proximate
neighbours of the USA, that the peso
slide against the dollar is overdone.
The second reaction was resistance
to the Trans Pacific Trade Treaty
among the Democrats, worried
about the NAFTA treaty loss of jobs
to Mexico being repeated.
The Mexican peso, the world’s
most-traded emerging-market
currency, has been trading at its
weakest level since the financial
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crisis of 2009, and closed Friday in
Mexico City trading at 15.29 to the
dollar.
While higher returns in the U.S. make
currencies elsewhere less attractive
to investors, Mexico’s central-bank
chief Agustin Carstens says that
misses a key point when it comes
to Mexico: Higher rates in the U.S.
mean the economy there is on more
solid footing, which helps Mexican
exports north of the border.
“Before, when there was good data
in the U.S., the peso would appreciate
because it led to expectations
of greater consumption, greater
income, more exports,” Mr.
Carstens said. “Now, what happens
is the market takes it as good news
that will hasten the Fed liftoff, and
so they speed up their portfolio
adjustments, and the peso weakens.
It doesn’t make much sense,” he
added.
Source Wall Street Journal May 26, 2015

The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is
a massive new international trade pact
being pushed by the U.S. government
at the behest of transnational
corporations. The TPP is already
being negotiated between the United
States, Australia, Brunei Darussalam,
Canada, Chile, Malaysia, Mexico, New
Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam,
and most recently, Japan — which
together cover approximately 40%
of the global economy. But it is also
specifically intended as a “docking
agreement” that other Pacific Rim

countries would join over time, with
the Philippines, Thailand, Colombia
and others already expressing
interest. It is poised to become the
largest Free Trade Agreement in the
world.
The Obama administration’s embrace
of the Bush-negotiated Korea,
Panama and Colombia Free Trade
Agreements leaves many worried
that the Trans-Pacific Partnship will
become nothing but a massive new
NAFTA-style agreement. Indeed,
while none of the negotiating text
for the FTA has ever been officially
released, it is already clear that trade
negotiators are using past free trade
agreements as their basic starting
point for this one. The leaked text
of several chapters, in fact, show
rollbacks from the Bush years on
topics like access to medicine and
zero progress on investment.
The ongoing, multi-year negotiations
over the TPP are supposed to
conclude this year, and as such,
the window of opportunity for
preventing the FTA from becoming
a new “NAFTA for the Pacific Rim”
is rapidly closing. Here are some of
the questions yet to be answered:
• Labor rights: Will the TransPacific Partnership FTA include
labor standards based on
International Labor Organization
conventions, and if included, how
will they be enforced?
• Investment Provisions: Will the
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Trans-Pacific Partnership FTA
include so-called “investor-state”
provisions that allow individual
corporations
to
challenge
environmental, consumer and
other public interest policies as
barriers to trade?

shifted it into areas that reflect at
least some of the concerns long
voiced by labor, social movement,
and environmental activists.
However, the TPP is about much
more than intellectual property
and dispute settlement.

• Public Procurement: Will the
Trans-Pacific Partnership FTA
respect nations’ and communities’
right to set purchasing preferences
that keep taxpayer dollars recirculating in local economies?

Focusing exclusively on legal
aspects of ISDS obscures
the larger corporate project
embedded in the TPP and
similar treaties deliberately and
misleadingly branded as “trade”
agreements (like the European
Union-US TTIP, which is also
now being negotiated in secret).
At the heart of the project is
a drive to expand the already
considerable reach and power
of
transnational investors
by restricting governments’
regulatory power and opening
up vast new areas for private
investment.

• Access to Medicines: Will the
Trans-Pacific Partnership FTA
allow governments to produce
and/or obtain affordable, generic
medications for sick people?
Agriculture: Will the TransPacific
Partnership
FTA
allow countries to ensure that
farmers and farm workers are
fairly compensated, while also
preventing
the
agricultural
dumping that has forced so many
family farmers off their land?
Source: http://www.citizenstrade.org/ctc/tradepolicies/tpp-potential-trade-policy-problems/

A recent letter to congressional
leaders by well-known legal
experts and economist Joseph
Stiglitz points out that the
treaty’s investment enforcement
mechanism,
investor-to-state
dispute
settlement
(ISDS),
has been used “to challenge a
broad range of policies aimed
at protecting the environment,
improving public health and
safety, and regulating industry.”
Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth
Warren (Democrat) has raised
similar concerns, and Paul
Krugman has written that the
TPP “is not a trade agreement.
It’s about intellectual property
and dispute settlement.”
This widening of the debate has
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The TPP, incorporating and
building on the regional and
bilateral investment treaties that
have been layered onto the World
Trade Organization (WTO),
challenges, limits, and does away
with governments’ regulatory
function through a variety of
mechanisms, beginning with an
expansive definition of investment
and so-called investor rights.
Investment, we know from
the leaked investment chapter
published by Wikileaks, is
defined as “any asset that is
owned or controlled by an
investor, directly or indirectly,
whose characteristics include
a commitment of capital or
other resources, expectation of
gain or profit, or assumption or
risk.”…………….....................
NAFTA was sold in the US with
the promise of 200,000 new jobs.
It is now generally conceded

to have led to the loss of over
600,000 manufacturing jobs.
It also promoted the massive
dumping of subsidized corn over
the Mexican border, destroying
peasant agriculture and driving
millions of desperate men and
women north in search of work.
Source: https://www.jacobinmag.
com/2015/05/trans-pacific-partnershipobama-fast-track-nafta/

On the the technology front,
much recent attention was on
Digital currencies such as the
Bitcoin(https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.
pdf) and more particularly on the
publicly verifiable block-chain of the
transactions used as a verification of
singular use of each unit of currency.
Nasdaq was one of the organisations
so interested.
“Mr Greifeld, the Nasdaq CEO
told the FT he wanted Nasdaq
to be “a leader in the field”. He
added the network could potentially
revolutionise the time it took to
finalise deals on US securities markets
from a maximum of three days —
known in the industry as “T+3”.
As a public, distributed ledger,
the blockchain acts as a central
repository for details of all bitcoin
trades, though it could also be used
for other financial assets.
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency
transactions are validated based on a
mathematical formula running on the
computers of volunteers, allowing
assets to be transferred without using
a centralised agency such as a bank or
a clearing house.”
profitechconsultants@gmail.com
The author is a Public Policy consultant
and President of ProfiTech, a strategic
consultancy also Member of the MEDC
Economic Digest Committee.
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Role of ‘Make in India’ in Job Creation

I

ndian growth story has been
described by some economists as
the story of jobless growth. The
country’s economic growth, even at the
impressive rates of the last decade, has
failed to provide appropriate supply
of jobs for its increasing working
age population. Low-salaried rural
construction jobs are perhaps the only
sector where job market is expanding.
As a result millions too many families
depend on low productivity agriculture
for a living.
Prime Minister’s “Make in India”
campaign to “transform India into a
global manufacturing hub” is gaining
response and the manufacture sector
is seen as a vehicle for job growth. The
plan includes a variety of measures
such as easing the regulatory burden
and establishing special economic zones
to awaken India’s latent manufacturing
power. Yet many economists consider
labour-intensive manufacturing to be an
addition to India’s internal hurdles.
Formulating a relevant plan for job
growth requires careful survey of sectors
with true potential. Choosing the path
forward is further complicated by the fact
that past performance provides a poor
indicator of the true potential. A sector
flattered by an adverse environment
could look completely different with
appropriate policy interventions.
Finer distinctions and anticipation of
policy impacts will allow policymakers to
plot a course for optimal job growth. The
modern service sector and the formal
manufacturing sector are the true growth
sectors for India. Both have exhibited
moderate job creation at lower bases.
Formal-sector manufacturing, however,
has the potential for transformation
under a more supportive policy regime.
The best case scenario anticipates
sufficiently supportive policy changes
to generate sustained 14 percent growth
of formal-sector manufacturing. That
scenario could create more than 100
million additional jobs. Of those jobs,
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MEDC Research Team

almost 70 million would come from highproductivity sectors, or a shift of 8 percent
of the workforce. Although such a change
implies missing the Make in India target
of 100 million new manufacturing jobs, it
would still put the share of employment
and output of Indian manufacturing in
the range of East Asian countries like
Indonesia, Malaysia, and China in the
next two decades.
Make In India 1
From the beginning of July 2014 itself,
the current government has developed
a set of specific actions designed to
modernize manufacturing for developing
economic bias:
Reforms have been announced to boost
manufacturing growth to 10 percent per
year by promoting “Make in India”, an
initiative aimed at creating 100 million
jobs over the next decade and bringing
manufacturing up to 25 percent of Indian
GDP. Specifically, these include:
•

Investment to foster innovation and
new technology development, including
a USD 1.2 billion investment to develop
smart cities and the creation of a USD
16 million development fund;

•

Actions to facilitate Foreign Direct
Investment, including an increase of
the FDI cap to 100 percent in railways
and to 49 percent in defence and
insurance;

•

Actions to foster project execution,
including the reforms of approval and
clearance requirements and processes,
including the rolling out of an online
system designed to speed up approvals
for development projects that might
have environmental impacts;

•

New policies to facilitate the
expansion of Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSME) and increase the
focus on innovation, including the
launch of a INR 10,000 crores venture
capital fund dedicated to MSMEs; and

1

Source: The Boston Consulting Group- CII 13th

•

Actions to enhance skills and job
creation in leading manufacturing
sectors,
including
automobiles,
chemicals and textiles.

Manufacturing Sector in India2
When coming on Indian manufacturing
sector, it has two segments namely formal
and informal sector of manufacturing.
The formal manufacturing sector would
appear familiar to a developed country
observer. These firms incorporate, pay
taxes, have legal utility hookups, make
some effort to comply with the regulatory
structure, and theoretically have access
to the formal financial system. Informal
firms, on the other hand, are much
less integrated into government-linked
activities and tend to be very small.
This distinction matters because
employment in informal manufacturing
is sizeable, but its contribution to the
economy is not proportional. Formal
manufacturing follows the opposite
pattern. Figure 1 presents the specific
breakdown between the two segments
according to shares of employment and
value added. The share of firms is even
more skewed than employment, with 87
percent of manufacturing firms in the
informal sector.
Figure 1: Manufacturing Contribution to
the Economy, 2012 (percent)

Source: 68th Round of the National Sample
Survey and National Accounts, Ministry of
Statistics.
2

Source: James A. Baker III Institute for Public

Manufacturing Summit 2014, Make In India:

Policy Rice University- Can “Make in India”

Turning Vision Into Reality, Nov. 2014.

Make Jobs?, Dec. 2014
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The ratio of value added per employee
from figure 1 gives a simple indication
that the productivity of the formal sector
is much higher than the informal sector.
A more careful comparison using micro
data, controlling for amount of capital
investment, technology, industry, region,
and firms’ age, indicates that productivity
is about twice as high in firms with more
than 250 employees as in those with only
up to 10 employees. Higher productivity
accordingly links to higher wages.
There are other segments of “industry”
besides manufacturing that operate in the
formal sector. For instance, independent
self-driven and self-owned taxis moving
into an Uber or Ola kind of framework
is formalization on one side. Uber claims
it is an aggregator platform supporting
individual drivers. Hence, at another level
generating jobs with additional benefits
of labour laws, even generates tax and
capital which does not exist for selfdriven and self-owned taxis.
Further, formal-sector construction
firms employ large numbers of workers.
Indeed, formal-sector construction jobs
have grown just as much as informal
ones in the last decade, together making
“other industry” the highest growing
sub-sector in Figure 2.
As noted in figure 2, informal construction
jobs represent little more than a spillover

from agriculture, where productivity can
be insufficient to support a livelihood.
With such a low wage threshold to beat,
constructions projects can add still more
workers to a site though they add very little
value. Because the difference between the
formal and informal sectors is so great,
and because the informal sector employs
so many workers, conclusions drawn
about Indian manufacturing as a whole
misrepresent the reality of the formal
sector. For instance, manufacturing as a
whole has not seen much employment
growth in the last decade. Employment
in formal manufacturing, on the other
hand, has also grown impressively in
the same period. An annual employment
growth rate of 5.3 percent is more than
1.5 times that of the non-agricultural
economy as a whole.
Realistically, formal manufacturing suffers
two critical shortcomings as an engine of
mass job creation. First, if manufacturing
as a whole is too small in terms of GDP
and employment, the formal sector is
even smaller, at 11 percent and 3 percent
respectively.
Second is focused on capital-intense
methods of production. Low employment
implies high productivity in formal
sector manufacturing, but also reflects
that Indian manufacturing has relied
more heavily on capital than labour for

Figure 2: Performance of Sub-sectors, 2005–2012
Bubble size indicates workforce size

its growth. Indian firms operate in more
capital-intensive industries than predicted
from the experience of other countries
with similar labour supplies, development
levels, and institutional quality. For
instance, the four largest manufacturing
industries by output— comprising over
half of all manufacturing output—are
also the four least employment-intensive.
Within the same industry, they use more
capital and less labour than comparable
firms in other countries. At least through
2004, India’s labour intensity was
declining, in contrast to several other
Asian economies.
Despite efforts from the one year old
government for achieving its target of
‘Make in India’, our core sector has fallen
in terms of output to 0.4% in last quarter
compared to 5.7% in April 2014 which
is lowest in a decade. In November last
year, the EPS forecast for the sensex
was Rs.1903 but that number has now
been cut sharply to just Rs.1763, putting
the earnings growth for this year at just
15%. One of the reasons behind this
fall could be the depreciation of Indian
rupee against US dollar which disturbs
import- export of the country. It might
also be affected due to recovery in
foreign markets or by the fall in efficiency
in production. The above mentioned are
the some reasons for the fall in output in
last quarter.
The reasons for the small size and
capital intensity of formal-sector of
Indian manufacturing have been widely
documented. Among the most salient
are inflexible labour regulations, poor
infrastructure, unhelpful government,
and difficulty in acquiring land. Hence,
the formal manufacturing sector has
been constrained by many forces other
than innate capabilities and endowments
of skill, labour, and capital. This suggests
the capital-intensity is an adaptation to
unique factors in India.
rajshreejain1992@gmail.com
Ms. Rajashree Jain is the Trainee Economist in MEDC.
Part - II of the areticle will be published in

Source: 68th Round of the National Sample Survey and National Accounts, Ministry of

MEDC Economic Digest, July 2015

Statistics.
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The Greater Mumbai, Draft Development Plan 2034
(Part - III )

introduced. The entitlement of
eligible slum dwellers was defined
and the scale of incentive FSI for
subsidising slum rehabilitation was
also specified. FSI that could not
be consumed in situ within the
prescribed limit (initially 2.5 later
raised to 3.0 in 2000) was allowed to
be used as TDR.

18. Development Control Regulations
The original DCR 1991 underwent
several modifications over the plan
period. Initially, the DCR 1991covered:
•

•

Provisions for acquiring land
designated public purpose by
granting TDR in lieu of monetary
compensation;
Allowing development of the plot
reserved for public purpose subject
to the condition that built up area
required for the public purpose along
with part of the plot is surrendered
to planning authority free of cost.
(Concept of AR)

•

In Situ slum redevelopment by
granting FSI up to 2.5.

•

Allowing redevelopment of mill lands
by permitting conversion of Industrial
use to Residential/ Commercial use
by sharing land approximately in
proportion of 1/3rd each to mill
owner, MCGM for open space and
MHADA for mill workers housing.

•

Permitting additional FSI in case
of star category hotels, Schools,
hospitals.

•

•

1999- Entitlements of eligible tenants
in Cessed Buildings were decided and
scale of incentive FSI for subsidising
reconstruction of Cessed Buildings
were introduced by way of a separate
set of DCRs. Unlike in case SRA,
the rehabilitation and the incentive
FSI could be used in situ without any
limit.

2009 - For urban renewal of
Cessed Buildings additional FSI was
granted..

•

2009 - The starred category hotels
were granted additional FSI based on
the star category to the extent of 5.0

•

In 2009, the requirement of parking
spaces was enhanced by nearly
doubling the parking requirement.

•

2010- Provisions for grant of
additional FSI to Buildings of
Information
Technology
and
Information Technology Enabled
Services were added.

•

2010 - Provisions for considering
nalla and appurtenant service road as
reservation in DP and granting FSI/
TDR were incorporated.

•

2012 - The concept of compensatory
fungible FSI was introduced by
allowing additional FSI of 35% in
lieu of certain areas permitted free
of FSI by charging premium. (This is
discussed at length in FSI chapter).

In the light of experience of DCR 1991,
and approach adopted for formulation of
main proposals of DP2034, the approach
and structure of DCR2034 is articulated
as follows:

•

Allowing change of industrial zones
to residential/ commercial purposes.

•

Permitting relocations of reservations
and allowing realignment of roads
within the same holding.

2002 - The original rule of
textile mills was reinterpreted by
Government with the result that in
the final outcome only @ 5% of land
came to MCGM and another 5 % to
MHADA.

•

Different parking norms in city and
suburbs as well as in high-end areas
like Nepean sea road and JVPD
scheme.

• 2003 - The permissible FSI for
educational and medical use was
enhanced to 4 times the permissible
FSI.

•

Discretionary powers to M.C. for
allowing development by relaxing
any dimension except FSI in cases of
hardship.

•

2008 - Redevelopment of MHADA
layout was granted FSI upto 2.5.

The DP is seen as a broad framework
for guiding the development. This
has to be followed by undertaking
detailed local area plans as and when
necessary. Corresponding to this a
common set of DCRs called General
Development Control Regulations
(GDCR2034) has been formulated.

•

2008 - New provisions for grant of
100% additional FSI to IT/ITES and
bio-technology establishments were
added.

•

2008 - Provisions for promoting
development of Multi storeyed/
Parking lots by granting additional

Special Development Control Regulations
(SDCR 2034) are formulated for areas
and streets where the special character of
the place is maintained.

•

DCRs 1991 were subsequently
amended from time to time as
summarized below:

•

1997- Separate set of regulations
enabling Slum Rehabilitation was
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•

1999- Heritage buildings and
precincts were listed and buildings
were categorised into three grades. A
separate set of DCRs was prepared
and a Heritage Conservation
Committee was established toreview
development proposals in respect of
heritage buildings and buildings in
heritage precincts.

FSI were added.
•

•

As envisaged earlier local area plans will
be of following nature.
a.

Areas where need of special regulations
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has been recognized. In this plan and a
set of SDCRs have been included. These
are for redevelopment of cotton textile
mills, provisions of arcades along certain
stretches of roads and roads along which
no front margin is required.
b. Areas where more detailed plans will be
required particularly dealing with public
realms such as in TOD. These could be
undertaken by MC in due course, along
with the necessary SDCRs. Such plans
are not expected to require any change in
Land Use Zones or FSIs.
c. Areas that may require detailed local area
plans involving change of land use and
or FSI would need a legal procedure to
be followed for detailed local area plans
under section 33 of MRTP Act related to
comprehensive development. Such plans
would include Special DCRs.

Distinguishing Features of the DCR
2034
Distinguishing features of GDCR 2034
are presented below.
DCRs so far have been seen as a legal
document and interpreted accordingly.
The proposed GDCR 2034 and the
SDCRs that will follow are additionally
conceived as a guidance document to
help landowners and the professionals to
formulate proposals that are in consonance
with the objective of the plan. With this
view, the specific objectives of a set of
regulations are stated and explanatory
tables and illustrations are added to
clarify the intent of the regulation.
1) Creating a pool of land for public purposes
In earlier Development Plans,
reserving land for all public purposes
was considered as effective tool for
obtaining land in public realm. But
the review of the D.P. implementation
revealsthat it was not as effective as
envisaged. A complimentary strategy
of creating pool of public land through
contribution of certain percentage of
land while developing/redeveloping
on large parcels is proposed as a tool
of increasing public land supply in
following manner:
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Contribution of land for public
purpose
No.

Requirement of Amenity
Space to be handed
over to M.C.G.M.

i

Amenity Area for plots
with area more than
2,000 SQ.M

10.00

ii

Changing Industrial user
of plot to Residential
and/or Commercial

15.00

Development in Cotton
Textile Mills

20.00

iii

% of
Amenity

pedestrian volumes and natural
propensity of street vending is
expected. With such provisions any
reduction in allocation of ROW will
be considered as amendment to DP
and will require legal process to be
followed including prior publication
and consideration of suggestion/
objections received.
3) Simplification of Marginal Open Spaces

The lands made available from such
pool are proposed to be assigned
for uses such as Recreation Open
Spaces, Markets, Welfare centers,
Police Chowkies, Libraries, Municipal
Chowkies, Dispensaries, Fire Stations
and various other uses as listed in
GDCR 2034. Assigning uses to
the land so procured shall take into
account the deficiencies in various
amenities in the area and shall decide
the priorities by taking help of radar
diagrams for each planning sector.
Additionally the opinion of Municipal
Councilors of respective area and
NGOs and citizens could also be
considered.
2) Allocation of Right of Way of Roads
Experience in Mumbai so far
demonstrates that the carriageways
for facilitating movement ofvehicles
have been widened by progressively
reducing the widths of footpaths. This
has happened in spite of a significant
share of pedestrian movement.
This has adversely affected the safe
pedestrian movement and has not
necessarily helped the vehicles.
The DPs in past indicated the total
ROW of the roads. Allocating such
ROW for vehicles, pedestrians and
other uses was not specified in the
earlier plans. In DP 2034 ROWs
for roads have been proposed and
their allocation foe footpaths and
carriageways had been allocated in
GDCRs.
It is also proposed to empower MC
to amend such allocation of ROW
in favor of footpaths where high

The D.C. Regulation 1991 had
prescribed requirement of marginal
Open Spaces in different clauses of
Regulation making it complicated.
For designing any building it was
necessary to refer to various sub
sections. The requirement of
marginal open spaces was such that
each and every proposal with FSI
more than 1.0 required concessions
for condoning marginal open spaces.
When the concept of fungible FSI
was introduced, the permissible FSI
in suburbs reached 2.7 with same
old requirement of marginal open
spaces requiring condonation almost
in every case. This caused delay in
proposals thus increasing costs of
projects. Further permissible FSI was
considered as entitlement by the plot
owners/ developers. And to achieve
the FSI all kinds of concessions
were requested by the way of use of
discretionary powers of M.C. under
section 64b of D.C.Reg.1991.
In GDCR 2034, the requirement
of marginal open spaces has been
simplified and the concept of
setbacks and step backs has been
introduced. The power to condone
deficiency in marginal open spaces
is excluded from the discretionary
powers of M.C.
4) Inclusionary housing
Concept of inclusionary housing that
is promoted by Ministry of Housing
and poverty alleviation is adapted in
GDCR 2034.
Plots bigger than 2000 sqm 10%
built up area in the form of small
tenements are required to be handed
over to MCGM. Such dwelling units
are proposed to be allotted to project
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affected households, businesses and
community workplaces for restoration
of livelihood of displaced households
and EWS/LIG households.
5) Multiple use of open spaces
Due to scarcity of land the
requirements of various public
utilities could not be satisfied by
allocating land by way of reservations.
Such requirements where technically
feasible are allowed to be provided
under the open spaces..
In D.C.R.1991, only parking was
permitted under open spaces,
however in GDCR 2014 in addition to
parking, Electric Substations, storage
of harvested Rain Water , Grey
Water Harvesting plants Sewerage
Treatment Plants etc. area permitted
below open spaces..
6) Design for physically challenged people
“The persons with disabilities (Equal
Opportunities, Protection of Rights
and full participation) Act, 1995
requires that equal opportunities are
offered to disabled people. As per
suggestions received in stakeholders’
workshop a separate section in GDCR
for Design of physically challenged
people has been incorporated
considering the aging population and
needs of physically challenged in the
City. Availability of lift upto terrace
floor with unobstructed terrace floor
was one of the demands so as to
enhance the accessibility to terrace by
disabled people with easy movement
of wheel chairs on the terraces.
7) Design for entrance gate & curbcut
Regulations for curb cuts have been
provided for at the traffic signals as
well as at entrance to the plot with a
view to ensuring easy access to wheel
chair and unobstructed movement of
wheelchairs and pedestrians on the
footpaths.
The regulation has been incorporated
for fixing the boundary gates minimum
3.00 M inside the boundary wall so as
to avoid the traffic interruptions. It
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will help unobstructed movement of
vehicles on road when the vehicle is
entering the premises.
8) Environmental Sustainability
A separate section for environmental
sustainability has been incorporated
in GDCR 2034 consisting of rain
water harvesting, installations of
solar water heating system, grey water
recycling, sewage treatment plants
and waste disposal, energy efficient
buildings.
9) Incentive FSI
Use of FSI as incentive is confined to
slum rehabilitation and redevelopment
of cessed buildings. Consequently
other related regulations of DCR
1991 have become redundant.
Special Development Control
Regulations
The SDCRs are drafted for areas
in Greater Mumbai that exhibit
unique characteristics. These areas
include old housing fabrics built, vast
industrial cotton textile mill lands,
slum areas and transit-oriented zones.
These are the most congested areas
in the city and special attention needs
to be paid towards them due to their
social, economic, political and legal
implications that set them apart from
any other development in the city.
Rules for the above are already been
in existence. All the other regulations
other than related to incentive FSI
have been suitably incorporated
as Special Development Control
Regulations as listed below.
These
regulations
include
redevelopment for the following:
1. Cessed buildings
2. Building clusters
3. MHADA colonies
4. Slums
5. Cotton Textile Mills
Further, Greater Mumbai comprises
of several ‘unique places’ of distinctive
character within the city, which are
not only unique and aesthetic but also
contribute immensely to the city, be

it economically, socially, culturally or
physically. Although these places may
have similar land use and consumption
of FSI, yet they demonstrate varying
configurations in the built-form. The
Development Plan (2034) has mapped
the various urban fabrics in Greater
Mumbai that have distinct built
form. There are various streetscapes
which lend distinctive character to
the City. Detailed studies for these
have been conducted. The DP 2034
proposes the continuance of these
streetscapes wherever relevant. In
course of plan implementation these
may be replicated in other areas of
Greater Mumbai as well, as Locally
appropriate locally, through Local
Area Plans.
Apart from the above regulations,
special regulations have been
introduced for streets that lend
special character to the city. These
are oriented towards enhancing
walkability, , improving legibility of
urban places, improving urban design
and aesthetic value of places and
providing safety and comfort on the
street. Based on the location and the
type of the characteristics that needs
to be retained or created, streets are
categorized into three types.
•

Streets requiring arcades to
ease pedestrian mobility around
station areas;

•

Streets with a zero front setback
to promote the current trade and
commerce activities;

•

Streets with a uniform building
front line to maintain the
character of the area layout.

19. Local Area Plans
In case of metropolitan cities, the need for
two tier planning system has been widely
recognized. The Town and Country
Planning Organization, Ministry of
Urban Development has recommended
a three tier system comprising Macro
(Regional Plan), Messo (Development
Plan) and Micro Plans (Local Plans).
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While Delhi, Jaipur and Bengaluru
prepare Zonal Development Plans that
follow Master Plans and Ahmedabad
prepares strategic Development Plan with
local plans, in the form of Town Planning
Schemes, in Mumbai, local plans have
not been introduced. To enable ease of
implementation of the DP, the secondtier planning process must be initiated on
priority. DP 2034 therefore has delineated
a framework for the preparation of Local
Area Plans.
The DP 2034 for Greater Mumbai, has
been conceived in the form of a longterm broad zoning plan, with allocation
of land for city level infrastructure and
broad Development Control Regulations.
Such a plan needs to be followed by
detailed local plans covering following
specific purposes including:
(a) Redevelopment plans for large slum
or resettlement areas e.g. Shivaji Nagar,
Malwani, Golibar, Asalfa Village in L
Ward, etc.
(b) Redevelopment plans for urban renewal,
e.g. Null Bazaar, Chira Bazaar.
(c) Plans for areas undergoing Land Use
changes e.g. from industries to office or
residential use e.g. Parel Mill Land area in
G/S Ward, industries in Saki Naka K/e
Ward &Mulund-Bhandup in S & T Ward.
(d) Plans for Transit Oriented Development
around existing and proposed transit
stations / hubs e.g. Dadar-Parel area in
G/s & G/N Ward, D. N. Nagar in K/W
Ward, and Ghatkopar in N Ward.
(e) Urban design guidelines in certain sectors,
including heritage precincts and buildings.
(f) Designs and development of distinctive
public spaces and streetscapes, etc.

The M.R.T.P. Act 1966, under Section
33 confers power on the Planning
Authority to prepare plans for ‘areas of
comprehensive development’, which
should be developed as a whole. Such
plans can provide for the following:
(a) Detailed development of specific areas for
urban renewal, housing, shopping centres,
industrial areas, civic centres, educational
and cultural institutions, etc.
(b) Control of architectural features, elevation
and frontage of buildings and structure
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(c) Dealing satisfactorily with areas of bad
layout, obsolete development, with slum
areas and relocation of population
(d) Open spaces, gardens, playgrounds and
recreational areas.

In preparation of plans for comprehensive
development, the planning authority has
to follow the same procedure as laid down
for the preparation of the Development
Plan under Section 25, 26, 27, 28, 30
and 31 of M.R.T.P. Act, 1966. Thus, the
planning authority has to prepare plan for
comprehensive development, and submit
it along with a report containing stages
of development for execution along with
the estimated cost to State Government
for sanction.
20. Financing and phasing plan
The DP 2034 Finance Plan estimates and
tests financial feasibility for implementing
the DP 2034. It projects optimistic,
realistic and pessimistic scenarios to
generate expenditure and revenue based
on net projected development. The
financial inflow- by levying development
charges and outflow-in providing
amenities and acquiring land.
The cost of implementing the DP is
expected to be Rs. 580,790 Crores. This
includes the cost of acquiring land (Rs.
513,997 Crores) and building roads and
amenities. This also includes the cost
of building amenities on land acquired
through mandatory contribution. This is
rather pessimistic scenario as it assures
that all the land will have to be acquired
by paying monetary contribution and
nothing will be available through TDR.
The revenue generated if 100% of the
city redevelops within the next 20 years
is expected to be Rs. 1,086,853 Crores.
This is however optimistic scenario Even
if only 35% of the BUA provided by
FSI regime is built over next 20 years, it
would generate adequate resources for
implementation of Development Plan.
21. Monitoring and evaluation

and in reporting and managing challenges
emerging during the plan period. It is set
out to check the relevance of the plans
and its objectives, under evolving
circumstances. With the framework
of indicators, the progress towards
objectives of competitive, inclusive and
sustainable city could be monitored.
For example, the radar diagrams generated
at the Planning Sector and Ward levels
shall serve as a tool to measure levels
of implementation and adequacy of
amenities over the plan period. Four
aspects are proposed to be regularly
monitored as stated below:
1. Economy, demography and indices of
competitiveness as changing context of
Mumbai
2. Nature and extent of physical development
and housing.
3. Outputs of implementation of D.P.
4. Resources deployed for implementation
of D.P.

Such monitoring and evaluation is
proposed to be aided by effective use of
technology. Based on data
compiled for monitoring, annual reports
will be prepared that could help in
budgetary allocation on implementation
of D.P. Every five years a more
comprehensive evaluation can be done to
assure the need for resource allocation or
revision of D.P. if required.
Wards in Eastern Suburbs and Western
Suburbs have very large populations, some
even exceeding population of small towns
in India. In order to augment efficient
management of service delivery and DP
implementation, Municipal Corporators
have demanded that these large Wards be
divided into two. The DP 2034 includes a
recommendation towards the same. The
provisions for future Ward offices have
also been included in the PLU 2034. The
DP 2034 has recommended plausible
delineations of these ward boundaries, as
shown in map 10 below.

The monitoring and evaluation system
aims at providing timely feedback on
implementation of the Development Plan
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Economic Digest
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Eleventh D.R. Gadgil Memorial Lecture by

Shri Devendra Fadnavis, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Maharashtra
25th May 2015
“Compassion for poor, only possible
through growth & by providing jobs”,
was the take away message given by the
Hon’ble Chief Minister of Maharashtra, Mr.
Devendra Fadnavis who delivered the 11th
D.R. Gadgil Memorial Lecture, organized by
MEDC on 25th May 2015 at Y.B. Chavan
Centre, Nariman Point, Mumbai. The
topic was, ‘The Roadmap for the Future of
Maharashtra’s Economy’. While replying to
the questions he announced that Octori and
LBT will be abolished by 1st August 2015.
Present on the dias along with the Chief
Minister were Mr. Adi Godrej, Chairman
Godrej Industries and Ex-President MEDC,
Cdr. Dipak Naik, CEO Naik Environment
Research Institute Ltd. and President
MEDC, Ms. Meenal Mohadikar, CEO,
Anand Trade Development Services and
Vice-President MEDC, Cdr. Anil Save,
MD Atra Pharmaceuticals Ltd and Vice
President MEDC, Mr. Chandrashekhar
Prabhu, Director General,MEDC Mr. Ravi
Boratkar, Jt. Mg. Director, MM Activ Sci
Tech Communication .
The session began with the President Cdr.
Dipak Naik presenting a welcome address
and introducing the Chief Guest. Cdr.
Naik highlighted the achievements &
qualifications of Mr. Fadnavis to deliver the
prestigious lecture, and stated it is for the first
time that the Chief Minister of Maharashtra
was delivering a Gadgil Memorial Lecture.
This was followed by Mr. Prabhu setting
the tone of the lecture, by flagging key
issues which he asked the Hon’ble Chief
Minister to address during his lecture. Mr.
Prabhu highlighted Agriculture , irrigation,
drought, urbanization, housing policy,
rent act, power generation, infrastructure,
manufacturing etc. and gave examples of
out of the box thinking on each topic. Chief
Minister Mr. Devendra Fadnavis began
his lecture by highlighting the importance
of Mahrashtra’s growth story in the India
growth story. “Maharashtra needs to have a
growth of at least 10% for India to reach
growth rate of 8%” he said. According to
Mr. Fadnavis, Agro sector is the biggest
challenge as it provides employment to
45-50% but accounts only for 11% of
the GSDP. There are as many as 24000
villages which are suffering from drought.
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Amongst the impediments for agriculture
sector, irrigation has been the greatest of
problems. Maharashtra is severely lacking in
irrigation facility at 18%, well below national
average of 44%. Mr. Fadnavis emphasized
the need to create distribution system and
water conservation for moisture security of
villages. There have been various schemes in
operation, but there was lack of cohesion
between the schemes. He announced that
he intends to tackle it by convergence of
the various departmental activities in this
regard within a district under the District
collector. He further pointed out the need
for involvement of people and investment.
The Chief Minister announced that he has
set a deadline of 31st March 2016, by which
time no farmer who has applied for electric
connection shall be without one. He also
announced that his government intended
to give thrust on the manufacturing sector.
The excess labour force over and above that
required, employed in agricultural sector will
have to be diverted to manufacturing sector.
He pointed out that currently, 75% of the
cotton produced in state is processed outside
and therefore, the processing facilities
need to be augmented and expanded. He
announced setting up of textile clusters in
cotton belt. Such initiatives shall revive the
agro sector and promote Maharashtra in
manufacturing sector as well. The Chief
Minister also announced the dismantling
of the permission regime. While stating
the difficulties of the permission regime
he pointed out that, Hotels required 180
permissions currently. He announced the
intention to bring them down to 20.
He also announced the intent to undo the
inspection raj and promote self-certification
regime. In order to reduce corruption, there
shall be occasional surprise inspections which
shall be determined, not be any person but
by a special computer software. The software
shall determine the organization, location
and the aspects that need to be inspected
and shall inform the concerned inspector
on the day of inspection. The inspector
then shall have 72 hours to file a report. The
report will be immediately uploaded on the
website. This innovative system, according
to the Chief Minister, shall help in reduction
of corruption and undue harassment to the

organizations.
The third emphasis by the Chief Minister
was upon Urbanisation. Maharashtra is the
most urbanized state. It also has a large
potential for further urbanization. The Chief
Minister announced that his government did
not intend to stop urbanization but rather
manage it. To this end it was necessary that
the development plans not be kept waiting
for years without decision.
He announced that he intended to get
the Navi Mumbai International Airport
operational by 2019. For this purpose, he
said, “There was a need to simultaneously
develop infrastructure like Mumbai Transharbour Link.”
He announced the plan to build 10 smart
cities in Maharashtra with one being built
within Mumbai Metropolitan Region called
Naina. He stated that this new city shall be
larger than Mumbai,
He took the opportunity to clarify the
concept of smart city by stating that,” Smart
City does not mean just wi-fi facilities, rather
optimum utilization of space and other
resources.”
Other than the above 3 sectors, he stated that
he shall be focusing port and power sector.
He said he envisioned port led development
of the state. With regards to power sector, he
announced that he shall work on enhancing
plant load factor. Furthermore, government
has filed a tariff petition with MERC, in
first of its kind to reduce tariff rather than
increasing it.
The lecture was followed by unveiling of
the Publication ‘Successful Models of
Banking in other countries’, which was
followed by short interactive QuestionAnswer session where Chief Minister made
his announcement to abolish LBT. He also
announced that he was open to discuss
issues in the housing policy including
the amendments to the rent act and to be
convinced against such amendment. This
was followed by Vote of Thanks by the
Vice-President Ms.Meenal Mohadikar.
The Business & Industry CEOs, Senior
Govt. officials, Economists, Policy makers
attended this lecture and the auditorium was
packed with eminent personalities. .
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